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Never Has To
Advertise For
Trouble

CITY EDITION
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MANN CHARGES EXTRAVAGANCE
Eugenio Sena and Juan Florence,
TALLMADGE FILES BIG 6UIT
Washington, Aug. 4. Gross extrav
Beniguo Romero spoke first. He
Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 4. Suit for
told of the donation of the land for
agance of the democratic majority in
JS10.000 was filed in the district court
;he cemetery to the church, the in
conducting "useless investigations"
yesterday by B. H Tallmadge against
was charged in the house today by
corporation of the cemetery and the
the Pueblo-RockFord
Irrigation
TO
TO
Republican Leader Mann, who also
appointment of a board of trustees to
company. Mr. Tallmadge was for
claimed the new democratic house
govern it. Margarlto Romero, Mr.
merly land selling agent for the com
He
employes were incompetent
Armtjo and others talked. It finally
pany and he charges in his complaint
was determined to act in a manner
AND
provoked sharp replies from RepreON
that he was misled by the company
sentative James of Kentucky, Foster
such as not to create friction with
to make agreements and contracts
of Illinois and Fitzgerald of
New
the church authorities. A committee
with land buyers which the company
END OF DISPUTE BETWEEN GER has failed to carry out, thus damag INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISVARIOUS COMMITTEES AND CON- composed of O. A Larrazolo, Octavl- PRISONERS SEEK TO CONFUSE York, democrats.
ano Maestas, Benlgno Romero and
STATE'S WITNESS BY RIDICUL
MANY AND FRANCE NOW IN
ing his business reputation and stand
FERENCES CONSIDERING
SION ORDERS 8WEEPING
FIFTY BURIED IN CAVE-ISabino Lujan was appointed to confer
ing and so injuring his reputation in
ING HIM
SIGHT
BILLS
INQUIRY
East Liverpool, O., Aug. 4. Two
with the pastor of the church of Our
the land selling business that his bus
Italians were killed and four others
Lady of Sorrows and decide upon
iness is practically ruined. He also
Ford A
ARE TO TRADE POSSESSIONS charges that the Pueblo-RockEARLY REPORTS
EXPECTED ruies ana regulations for the ceme MOCK AND JEER DETECTIVE
WIDE AREA IS AFFECTEB
tery and determine pon the number
Irrigation company failed to carry
of
of trustees to be appointed to manage
the
Crucible
Steel
plant
out its agreement with him as to
Pittsburg
IN
MINOR CHANGE
CAMPAIGN the cemetery
THE payment of salary and commissions. EIGHT STATES AND 162 TRANS-In
the future. The APPEARANCE OF MARSHAL FAR- - company at Midland, Pa., seven mlies IN REACHING AGREEMENT
from here. Quick and effective rescommittee was requested to make
RISA ON STAND SIGNALIZED
TWO COUNTRIES
PUBLICITY MEASURE IS DEIn the complaint the contract between
WILL GIVE
PORTATION LINES INTERESTcue work prevented a larger loss of
tbe
of
upon
report
Mr. Tallmadge and the Irrigation
evening
BY BEDLAM
CIDED UPON
August
AND TAKE
ED IN OUTCOME
life.
25, to which time the meeting
adcompany Is set forth.
they did or two or three years. The
ACTED ON M'CABE'S ADVICE
TO ATTEMPT WOOL REVISION
RUSSIA AS A MUTUAL FRIEND
TO DE CONFUSED
According to the statements of sev REFUSES
ESTES PARK HOTEL BURNS
HEARING BEGINS SEPTEMBER II
eral of the West side Catholics there
Washington, Aug. 4. George P.
Estes Park, Colo., Aug. 4. The Estes
Is objection to the preesnt method of
McCabe, solicitor of the department
CZAR INTERPOSED AT LONDON, Park hotel, the second largest hostelry
ROARS OUT HIS TESTIMONY TO of
REPUBLICAN WHIP DWIGHT
agriculture, testified today before
the cemetery. They state
In northern Colorado was early today FINAL DECISION, WHICH IS EAG
managing
SENDS AN URGENCY CALL TO
TAKING OFF ROUGH EDGES OF
AMENS AND CHANTS OF
the bouse investigating
committee.
ERLY AWAITED, NOT EXPECTthe cemetery was incorporated in 1902
totally destroyed by a fire, believed
ABSENT MEMBERS
ENGLISH ATTITUDE
that it was on his recommendation,
FELONS IN CAGE
or 1903 and a board of trustees 'was
to be of incendiary origin. The flames
ED BEFORE SPRING
and not Dr. Wiley's, that all prosecu
appointed to manage Its affairs. This
broke out after the 250 summer guests
tions for violations of the pure food
Washington, Aug. 4. Tha confer they did for two or three years. The
Berlin, Aug. 4. The end of the were up and all escaped. All lost their
Viterbo, Italy, Aug. 4. If a trial for law were ordered or
ees on the campaign publicity bill removal of some df the trustees from
refused by the Moroccan trouble between
Washington, Aug. 4. A general in
Germany personal belongings. The loss is about
can
murder
in
sense
be
funny,
any
have practically reached an agree- Las egas and the death of other
into freight rates on live
secretary of agriculture.
vestigation
and France is in sight. Jules Cam-bo- $30,000. ,
ment to report to the senate the bill, members of the board reduced the the description fits today's proceed
stock, packing house products and
the French ambassador at Berlin
with a modification striking out the membership. No new members were ings In the Camorra case. The pris
fresh meats in effect throughout the
and Major Vou Kidderlen-Waechteprovision fixing the rate per voter appointed. At this stage, the pastor, oners themselves were responsible WOOL REVISION IN
portion of the country west, south and
the German foreign secretary, today INSULT TO UNIFORM
From the start
that each candidate for the senate or Rev. Father Paul Gilberton, took for the diversion.
southwest of Chicago, today was
found a common ground of settlement
house of representatives may be perthey have not failed to use every
ordered by the Interstate Commerce-commission-.
HANDS OF TWO MEN on general lines, though the details
charge. He is said to have delegated means to confuse the state's witness
OF ARMY RESENTED
to
of
mitted
pay by way
campaign to himself the
to
remain
out.
worked
be
A
authority to draft new es,
usually hurling angry invectives.
expenses.
The proceedings will begin at Okla
Some time will be consumed dis
rules and regulations for the cemetery.
more
the
potent LA FOLLETTE AND UNDERWOOD
Today they adopted
The house cotton tariff bill reach- rhese are said not to
homa City on September 11. The inof details. The nature of the UNITED STATES WILL
posing
in harmony
be
PROSECUTE
weapon of ridicule and mercilessly
ed the senate today and on motion of with those
settlement could not be learned, exquiry will be a wide one. It will ef- heretofore drafted or with
DELEGATED TO RECONCILE
ARIZONA SKATING RINK
jeered Marshal Farrisa to the undis
Democratic Leader Martin was re- the
feet directly not only the live stock
cept that It involves a considerable
charter of the cemetery. It is be
DIFFERENCES
guised amusement of everyone else.
ferred to the finance committee by lieved the
PROPRIETORS
of
and
colonial
and
packing house product rates
trading
possessions
matter will be settled amicaFarrisa is the first of the famous
a vote of 3$ to 26, with instructions
so transfers the center of Interest
tho central west but also
throughout
bly.
trio of detectives to be heard against
to report it back by August 10. The
Washington, Aug. 4. When the from the foreign to the colonial of
4. The determi- those east of Chicago and west of
Aug.
Washington,
the Camorrlsts. He is a serious man conference on the wool tariff revision
arrival of the bill from the house,
fice,
y
nation of the Taft adiminstration to Denver.
and on the stand assumed the deliv bill met today. Senator La Follette
where it was passed last night, pre-- .
is understood that Russia played enforce the law
It
The respondent railways number
passed by the last conery of a preacher. The effect was and Representative Underwood were the
PRESIDENT SIMON
cipitated a lively debate.
part of mutual friend and Inter- gress, requiring amusement places to 162. The Investigation is based on
nasal
au
unfortunate
accentuated
by
Chairman Penrose of the finance
appointed a subcommittee to consid- posed at London and Paris to take
complaints of the rates filed with the
twang. The prisoners were not slow er and report on the differences be- the rough edges off the English at respect the uniform of the United commission
committee announced the committee
by tho state railroad com
to
was
States
and
shown
army
navy,
before
to
see
their opportunity aqd
tween the two houses. The motion titude, the challenging tone of which
FLEES TO JAMAICA
would meet tomorrow, "we will not
Wicker-sham-, mission of Oklahoma, tho Texas Catwhen
General
day,
Attorney
the witness had proceeded far there for their appointment, made by Sena- for a time was more
wait' until the tenth to report the
threatening to
with the approval of President tle Raisers' association, the American
was a groan from the great steel cage tor Bailey, was on the
cotton bill," he said, "but will take it
that
"
ground
the
than
actual
the
of
peace
subject
Taft, Instructed the United States at- National Live Stock association and
followed by sighs and sobs, first half- - they represent the extreme elements
HAITIEN
up and report It immediately. We DEPOSED
negotiations.
PRESIDENT
meat
and
Interested
stock
live
in
others
torney at Prescott, Ariz., to proceed
suppressed, and then seemingly un of the senate nod house respectively.
will bring it back tomorrow and if
TAKES REFUGE THERE WITH
r
against the owners of the Yavapai product shipments. Incidentally com
controllable as the prisoners pretend
of
tlie
the
Upon
ask
shall
ipptlntiniint
I
seem
conditions,
right
'
S
what
OTHER
stealing rink for refusing admission to mercial rivalry1 bewn-twd-o(A2,
ed t6' he 'greatly affected bysufceommlttso
the
other mem- ADMIRAL TOGO ON
that an arly da.y be lixod tor a vote
constant bers
F. O. Cord, U. S. A., retired, meat packers in Chicago enter into'This
mockery
heard,
Captain
they
withdrew.
two
leavlne
the
senate."
by the
fre
witness
the
K. Major, Jr., of the tho case.
being
Duncan
continued,
conly
4.
to
Captain
combatants
senate
Au
Gen
,'
Port
Mr.
Both
Prince, Haiti, Aug.
fight.
Five minutes after the
familiar
with
In view of the great Importance of
Twenty-SeventU. S. infantry
Interrupted
and
quently
La Follette
Mr.
and
Undervened today, President Taft sent the eral Antoine Simon sailed last night
several proceedings heretofore institut
from the church service. wood entered upon
TO
AMERICA
VISIT
Arizona
of
the
quotations
Rodenburg.
Sergeant
between
contest
of
the
treaties
for
the
arbitration
Kingston, Jamaica,
refuge
general
"A certain man named Guzzi pur- smiling, making it evident that whated, it was decided by the commission-tnational guard.
the United States and Great Britain Haiti's fallen heroes. With Simon dis- chased a beautiful
the
roared
consolidate them Into one case. It
girl,"
ever the difference of conviction, the
These officers were refusde admis
and the United States and France to posed of, attention has turned to his
a
shouted
was
witness.
"Amen,"
regarded as next to Impossible so
prisonDEWEY
THE
JAPAN
contest
when
to
was
OF
ARRIVES
their
to
narink
sion
in
the
be waged
wearing
good
the capitol. Each treaty was accom- successor and there is much uneasi
to adjust the rates as to insure parity
of "amens" drowned
and
choruses
4.
er
rink
on
uniforms
Later
the
IN
NEW
May
of
TO
transBE
GUEST
YORK
nn
T.iro
ness regarding the future.
General
panied by a formal message
owners, pleading ignorance or tne of charges throughout tho territory by
"purchased her tnrougn
The conference generally expressed
6FTAFT
'taittai. Pending executive session, Leconte and General F'lriinin both are his voice,
the rule prohibiting tho consideration and disposition of inaeiecconclutne
law, abrogated
confidence in the harmonious
the treaties, remained Oil tha vice avowed Candidates for the presidency. the Camorra, continued
cases.
persons in uniform from entering. Mr. dividual
tlve. "Oro Pro Nobis, (prajr for us). sion of th'e conference, but all ad4.
was
president's desk. The "foreign rela- They head rival revolutionary armies.
New
Admiral
Count
A
therefore
determination
York,
Aug.
declinWlckersham and the president
Ora Pro Nobis," mitted the probability of a strenuous
tions committee will consider them Neither leader has arrived at the cap- Ora Pro Nobis,
remove all
Heihachiro Togo, sea fighter and ed to
to
order
"in
that
reached
inter
In
a
The
was
letter
the
that
belief
apology.
accept
struggle. The general
tomorrow. Chairman Cullom express- ital, but their followers are in pos- chanted the prisoners.
Tates and practices it Is necconqueror of the Russian fleet in the to the
president Mr. Wickersham said: unlawful
ruption proceeded, Farrisa illustrat- a compromise 6n a raw wool duty
ed hope that they might be ratified session of the
tomade
war,
ready
that
be
the scope of the hearing"
The
city.
essary
feeling
with
partic"I have no sympathy whatever
the power of the Camorra,
between 25 and 30 per cent would be
at this session of congress, but ad- tween the two
for the formal amenities of his
faf from ing
be broadened so as to include-rateshould
day
women.
is
of
amuseparties
classes
certain
of
to.
over
of
the
places
agreed
ularly
proprietors
mitted some opposition had develUnited
twelve days' visit ot the
from all points of origin of
friendly. The danger now is that He told how GuzzI bought Signora
ment who take it on themselves to
They will report to the full comoped.
States.
in the states of Texas, New Mexwill be disposed to Lombardl
camorra
neither
general
of
the
uniforms
tomorrow.
mittee
exclude men wearing the
through
here
late
reached
' Fears that a coalition of democrats retire in favor of the other and that which, however,
Admiral
Togo
black
constantly
the United States army or navy. I ico, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas,
the
Lusl-tanland Insurgent republicans in
on
the
from
last
England
night
to
out.
must
be
Issue
the
IN
thereafter.
FLIGHT
LONG
literally
fought
Hoping
VEDRINES
mailed him,
am desirous of making an example of Colorado, Kansas and Missouri to tho
house mtgbt be able to pass the wool The
and was welcomed down the
New
to
live stoek markets at Ft Worth, Okla
is
Ved4.
everytook
the
corps
he
Jules
doing
girl
them
diplomatic
Aug.
escape
France,
Dieppe,
any one who comes within the purtariff revision and farmers' free list
of
the
govern
St.representatives
of
bay
by
Tohands
avoid
a
to
the
conflict.
possible
York, where he fell into
on that subject. I homa City, Wichita, Kansas City,
rines, flying from London to Paris, ment
and the Japan- view of the law
tills over President Taft's veto, thing
at
Washington
Italian
Omaha.
and
other
a
on
the
decide
of
to
Chicago
a
held
8:
45
Louis,
associates
at
American
coast
on
here
junta
landed
the
was applicable In the
safely
should he make use of it, caused day they
ese government here, and brought td wish the law
was o'clock this
points, in order to place all producing
re- committee of public safety satisfactory criminals and the prosecution
'
as
as the territories."
morning.
well
states
Representative John Dwlght, the
derelict
on
the
this city
destroyer
to all factions, to whom the security continued. Finally he gave the girl
points and consuming points of packteleto
send
Seneca.
publican whip, today
for
ticket
a
and
for
$2,000
check
a
be
entrusted.
of
the
ing house products and fresh meats
may
of
capital
grams to all the absent members
"When I have seen a little more of
York to Naples. ACCIDENTALLY EXHUME
New
a Just, reasonable and
from
on
return
her
to
SOCIALIST
MEXICAN
to
hurry
the house, urging them
your country, I may have a little more
basis.
On arriving at Naples, the witness
inatory
Washington.
to say," said the admiral as he. made
Lombardi was met by
Indicated
the commission
Is
It
Signorita
said,
the
in
concurred
The house today
NOTED OUTLAW'S BODY ready to make an official call on
THREATENS AMERICAN that the purpose byof the inquiry la
some of the
BUSINESS
Including
Camorrists,
STATEHOOD
to
congresthe
amendments
senate
Mayor Gaynor. The admiral was latdefendants, who exacted from her the
not only to secure a parity of rates.
sional reapportionment bill to preer visited by Mayor Gaynor and this
her.
had
been
which
given
money
to establish by definite order rates
but
the
WORKMEN AT CHEYENNE, WYO., afternoon will depart for Washington OWNER .OF RANCH IN LOWER
vent gerrymandering andpassed
NEXT ON CALENDAR
the commission shall regard as
which
FOR CELLAR,
EXCAVATING
measure as amended. The bill now
FOP
MARKED
meet
CALIFORNIA
where on Saturday he will
and not unjustly discrimreasonable
MAKE DISCOVERY
ASSASSINATION
President Taft and be entertained by
goes to the president for approval.
WANTS HIS WIFE SPARED
of the case will be
sent
was
Hearings
bill
inatory.
free
farmers'
ACCEPTARE
FOR
list
INDICATIONS
The
him at dinner.
Charles Hammond, who resides in
at several
held
Iby the commission
4
to congress today by the senate, aftBearlm,'
RESOLUAdmiral Togo will make a hurried
ANCE OF NELSON
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 4. Three
Acg.
San Diego, Calif,
Romeroville,
west
the
central
in
beyond
neighborhood
the
house
to
the
this
in
refused
exhumed
accept
bodies were today
er It had
trip to Annapolis and Mount Vernon, what purpores to be the signature ot points besides Oklahoma Including
TION ON MONDAY,
says there are plenty of doves on his city by workmen excavating for a celCity, Kan
amendment, placing lemons on the
returning to this city on August 11, Lerdo Gonzales, a Mexican leadsr probably
place and he doesn't care how many lar, one of which was In a perfect making stops at Baltimore and Phila- under Colonel Soga, jefe politico a'. sas City, Ft Worth and Chicago. A
free list. Senators Penrose, Cullom,
Wasington, Aug. 4. The joint reso of them the hunters slaughter. Mr. state of preservation, petrification delphia. The Mayflower, will take Ensenada.. Lower California who it final determination of the commission's
La Follette, Bailey and Simmons were
also
lution
are
providing for the admission of Hammond has but one wife, however, not even having set in, notwithstand- him to West Point, and af'ter'-- a peep is charged caused ths execution or proceedings is not expected before
named as conferees. They
Mexico
New
and Arizona as states has and he believes he would have diffi ing it had been buried for over thirty at Boston, and Niagara Falls, he will four Americans at Alamo, a letter next spring.
which
of
wool
bill
conference,
on the
!
the free list conference will be vir- been made the unfinished, business in culty In finding another of her equal years. This was thetbody of Charles set his course for the northwest, threatening death to Elward Aitken
'
the. senate.
,
Therefore, he requests the hunters not Morgan, who. was hung thirty years where he will board the Pacific liner of Campothis county, bas been retually an extension. , ,
RECEIVER FILES BOND
Under the unanimous consent agree- to kill his wife. On the opening day ago by a Cheyenne vigilance commit- Tambu Maru for Yokahama.
ceived by Mrs. Altken. The original
G. Haydon has filed witfr
William
on
of
one
openvoted
the
of the dove season some.hunters
"during
ment, it will be
tee,' having previously been
and a translation were forwarded to
B. Stapp," clerk of the court
William
Mrs.
next
of
In
outlaws
this
a
noted
most
from
fire
short
distance
Monday.
ed
the
day"
DIRECTION
Washington by H. S. Utley dibirjct
legislative
CRITICIZE
for the Fourth, judicial district, his
of the country for many years. LEGAL KIDNAPING CONDEMNED
The whole controversy in connection Hammond. Several of the shot went
attorney of this count v to whom the
4.
of
The
Aug.
process
bond in the sum of $3,000 as receiver
Washlngon,
Nelhis
around
her
been
the
bill
about
had
revolves
a
He
had
Aitken
scarf
Mr.
she
body
with the
forgotten,
long
matter was referred.
OF CALVARY CEMETERY son amendment striking out the house through
of the White Kitchen restaurant. M;v
head and a heavy comb the woman having been buried in a rudely( im- "legal kldanping5" as in the labor cas owns a ranch, at Campo, fifty-fiv- e
McNamara
was
and
es
of
in
Haywood
at
a
section
which
Si-and Haydon was appointed receiver by
Diego,
miles southeast of
provision for a modification of the was wearing In her hair was broken provised grave
of the senate
condemned
roports
ever
by
not
to
was
Mr.
as
time
so
to
that
constitution
line.
expected
Mexico
On
Judge Roberts several days ago, while-ou- t
them.
New
same
the
per
evening
by
near the international boundary
WEST SIDE CATHOLICS HOLD A
to
Investi
select
appointed
committee,
of
the
of the city. Immediately upon hiscity.
mit of the easier amendment of that Hammond and his hired man were become part
The letter, as translated, says in
TO TAKE
MASS MEETING
methods
of
the
third
the
degree
Mr. Haydon took up his dutte-i,return
gate
the
shot
cows.
,
Some
hunters
people milking
Instrument, and instructing
ACTION THEREON
part:
It Is understood Mr.
after
police authorities of the United States
Esteemed
14.
SCHWAB GIVES TESTIMONY
qualifying.
of Arizona, as a condition of admis- nearby.
The spent bullets hit' the
Mex.,
July
"Tanama,
to the senate to
' cavorted
4.
has appointed Gus Lehman o
constitutional
After
Charles
New
Haydon
, M, which was presented
eliminate
which
saluting
the
to
. and
Aug.
cows,
York,
and
sevFriend
Lady:
sion,
a
Jumped
call
issued
to
In response
by
by Senator Boi ih on behalf of you with all the endearments, we at set as manager of tho place. Lehman
eral prominent citizens of the. West provision looking to the recall of about, upsetting Mr. Hammond's milk Schwab, president of the Bethlehem day
committee.
the same time know that you said in recently brought suit against his part
pail and his temper simultaneously. Steel company and former president the
side, a large number of Catholics judges.
these words, 'that the first man that ner, John B. Lewis, asking the appointthe court There Is much Interest in the portion Some" of the shot hit a bull. which of the United States Steel corporation.
met last evening in
to
tbe
of
Arizona
committee
of
house
.SUED
COMBINE
amendment
owner
faced
the
of
COAL
the
the
relating
stampeded, reminding the
you wished killed Is Lerdo Gonzales.' ment of a receiver and the sale of the
Inquiry
house to take action in regard to
4.
did
steel
In
has
said
Bull
Mr.
of
that
Battle
But in place of this, the first time property, followed by a division of theRun.
cemSuit
Mr.
Hammond
into
the
the
O.,
Mount
Aug.
of
corporation
today.
because
president
equity
Columbus,
management
Calvary
across
understood"
comes
hunt-Inthe
?
is
husband
It
resolusale.
meetof
returned
veto
Schwab
It
the
learn
would
com
from
not
he
the
the Identity of either
that your
proceeds
without
recently
Europe directed agalst an alleged coal
etery. Louis Armljo called the
ar-favorable to
party. He wishes hunters on his where he attended the International bine and various railroads was filed Una WelL It is a small matter You Lewis will file an answer to Lehman's
ing to order and was made secretary. tion. The indications
conference of steel manufacturers at in the United States states district should know the fate of your hus charges. He had" not' so.- h'owf r:, at
Sabino Lujan was elected president, the ultimate acceptance of the Nelson place would use more care in the
band. Your friend, Lerdo Gonzales." noon today.
Brussels.
chosen'were
vice
presidents
court here today.
and the
provision.
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No Man's

Land
A ROMANCE
By Lonii Joseph Vance

Castrations by Ray Walter
(Casyrii hi, wo, br Lssis Joseph

hip-pock-

Vaooe..)

YN0P8IS.
Co rat. s, young
CHAPTER
business man of New York City, meet
named
Douglas
acquaintance
who Invltea blm to a card party
with aome friends. He accepts the invitation, although he dislikes Blackatock.
the reason being that both are In love
with Katherlne Thaxter. Coaat attempts
to convince her that Blackstock Is not
"worthy of her friendship but does not
ucceed.
rrett

Black-srtoc-

k,

CHAPTER It At the party with Blackatock, Coast meets two friends named
Xundas and Van Tyne. The play runs
tilgh, there Is a quarrel, weapons are
drawn and Blackatock shoots Van TyneIf
(dead. He then makes a movement aa
to commit suicide. Coaat struggles to
wrest the weapon from him, and thus

the police discover them. Blackstock and
accuse Coast of killing Van Tyne
pundas
land
he Is arrested for murder.

CHAPTER m. Coast la oonvlcted. Just
begins his sentence, however.
Js heconfesses
to his perjury, names Blackatock as the real murderer and then kills
klmself. Coast becomes free, but Black- 6 took has married Katherlne Thaxter and
ed.

IV. Coast
CHAPTER
purchases a
the Echo. His mind la dislyacht named
turbed over the marriage of the woman

loves.
CHAPTER
sailing his yacht,
(Coast sees a man foroed over the rail of
m boat at a distance. Coast rescues him
nuid finds the refugee to be a fellow
who pretends he was
rjned Appleyard,
on the boat and was thrown
vsrboard.
Si

hlle

CHAPTER

VL

Appleyard

Coast? "That he suspected him of being another than Handyslde a spy of
the Treasury Department, In short
and bad determined to disarm him as
a matter of common precaution, suspending sentence until he had determined precisely who he was?
"You're wondering," Bald Black-Stoc"why I didn't demand this gun
before taking It by force. Aren't
you?"
"I am," Coast assented bluntly.
"For one reason, because I wouldn't
t got It Would I?"
"Certainly not What right"
"One moment: I 'm coming to that"
Blackstock smiled his secret smile,
weighing the weapon reflectively before bestowing It securely in a
"It waa a matter of discipline
morale Is the better word. You
had to be made to understand that on
this island I am dictator, my word law,
Your
my wishes law's equivalent
personal independence doesn't amount
to a row of tacks, so long'a you're
on No Man's Land; I'm boss, and
you've got to come to me. I don't allow anybody but myself to tote a gun
here, and since I knew you'd refuse a
request, I took this spectacular means
of making our relations clear as daylight The main trouble with Power
was his exaggerated conception of the
Importance of his blessed ego; when
I gave him a practical demonstration
of its relative insignificance in tbe
cosmic scheme, he got peevish. Don't
you make the same mistake."
"I'm aurprised," retorted Coast, deliberately offensive, "that Power didn't
beg to be allowed to stay and lick
'
your boots."
"That," said Blackstock, with an
open grin, "sounds suspiciously like
mutiny, Mr. Handyslde."
"Call it any name you like. Possibly you may find somebody to
knuckle under to such treatment for
the privilege of earning a bare living
on this
island, but . .
.
Well, it wasn't Power and it won't
be me. I've had enough of you and
I'm finished. Get Voohhls to send you
another man as soon as you like: I
leave, the first chance that turns up."
"Then the sooner you get that motor running, the quicker you'll be
suited," returned Blackstock. "You'd
better get busy."
"Go to the devil," said CoaBt coolly.
"If you send out any messages from
this station, some one else will have
repaired your motor I shan't Good

Induces

Ooast to let him run his craft, and they
larrive at a lonely Island, which Appleyard
tells Coast Is an unhablted spot knqwn
aa No Man's Land. Next morning Coast
.Tlnds his helper and the tender of tbe

yacht

missing.
CHAPTER VII. The tender Is after-war- d
found on the shore by Coast and
Ilia starts out to explore the desolate
Island. He comes tinon some deserted
man dead. He
(buildings, and discover'
lias been executed with
bowstring.
CHAPTER VIII. Continuing his Investigations in No Man's Land, Coast discovers
s house and upon approaching It
pees a woman whom he recognize as
this missing love, Katherlne Thaxter.
CHAPTER IX. The wife of Blackstock
explains that her husband, under the
name of Black, has bought the Island.
He Is blind, but an expert wireless operator, and has established a station there.
Coast Informs her that her husband waa
fthe real murderer of Van Tyne.
CHAPTER X. Wandering about. Coast
from his hiding sees Blackstock and
I some
Chinamen burying a man. They
discover Coast and fir at him. Ha a
wesoued by Appleyard.
CHAPTBIR XI. Appleyard gts Ceamt
Kb Eoho In safety and there he reveals
(that he Is a secret service onmantheand has
Keen watching the crowd
Island,
soma band of
jjruseotlDff thar are
oi-u-

CHAPTER XH. Coast fa anxious to
ITathom the mysteries of No Man's Land,
tand la determined to save Katherlne from
filer murderer husband.
Appleyard
that Black and his gang make a
jahield of the wireless station to conduct
la smuggling business.
penetrates toCHAPTER XnX-Co- aat
fthe lair of Blackstock's disguise. Kathenters the room and presses a note
Elne Coast's
hand.
CHAPTER 'XTV. The message tells
(Coast that neither his Ufa or her own are
Mafe, but Coaat resolves to protect her.
ast
feels that Black-rtoc- k
CHAPTER
suspects him. Next morning he
.can find no trace of Appleyard or the
XV.-Co-

JjDcho.

Informs
CHAPTER
the
Coast that they are to abandon
coolie
The blind man and his
Coaat
overpower

n

night!"

'Good-nighMr. Handyslde," rang
in his ears accompanied by a jeering
laugh, as he swung on his heel and
through the door to the open; but he
paid no attention.
Lacking any excuse to linger in the
vicinity- - of the bungalow, he contin,
ued at leisure toward the
consistently at every step more
troubled with doubts, anxieties, forebodings. It wasv all very well (he
thought) to make the best of a bad
business! but Appleyard was not to
return utatll nightfall. It was now
half past -- four of a sultry, overcast
and misty afternoon. In the two and
a half or three hours of daylight to follow, what might not happen? What if
Blackstock purposed leaving No Man's
Land in the little catboat within that
Interim? What could possibly be
contrived to stop him by one man, unfriended and unarmed?
Pausing at the farm-housonly brief
ly to make sure Katherlne was not
there, without purpose, in weary despondency he wandered on, down
through the Cold Lairs toward , the
beach.
As he drew near the spot where the
collie kept its vigil, the animal, ap
parently recognizing his footsteps.
t,

farm-house-

e

...

XVI.-Kathe- rtne

,

ser-jva- nt

.

XVII.

To his own advantage Coast was
rifted with the ability to recognise
the Irremediable and concede it as
uch. With quiet resolution he calmed
himself at that moment when he was
old with despair, thrilled with apprehension, hot with anger, trembling
with humiliation, and powerless In the
grasp of one to whom his most determined struggles were as Impotent
as the writhing of the butterfly whose
wings you Imprison between thumb
and forefinger. The arms of the big
Chinaman wound round him were as
alnewy and long as those of a gorilla,
as strong as bands of steel; he could
as readily break their embrace as be
oould summon a jinnee to his aid by
twisting the ring upon his finger.
He schooled himself to resignation.
-Very well," he said in a passionless
voice. "You've got your own way of
pmaklng a civil request, and I don't
pretend to like it; but I'll be grateful it
(you'll instruct this Chinese giant to let

me

go."

"What! are you there, Chang?1
(Blackstock's simulation of surprise
was admirable if it were simulation
You may release Mr. Handyslde," he
continued; "he has promised to be
ood.".

...

.

.

!

Wanted to Think.

.

.

.

e
rose and whined a
welcome. He stopped out of sheer compassion, sensible of a vague feeling
)f fellowship with the dog, since he,
'oo, was outcast, defenceless and impotent, the sport of malign circum-itancewoe-begon-

...
s.

That thought rankled.
Presently it occurred to him that
the dog must be hungry. On sudden
tapulse he left it, went back to the
kitchen, and without word
if explanation to the Chinese there,
'oraged for scraps until he had heaped
i pan with food; with which he
to the collie.
It. ate ravenously, as if breaking a
long fast And while he stood watching it, wondering at the dumb fidelity
which had kept it steadfast beside the
grave though it slowly starved he
Heard a faint cry from seaward, turned
In surprise, and saw Katherlne stumbling hurriedly up from the beach.
Though she had evidently been running for some distance and was flush-i-d
and breathless, there was something more than haste in her manner;
ihere was lti stimulus, a commingling
f strong emotions so interdependent
ind confused that he found them unintelligible and recognized only intense excitement into which they
arm-hous-

e

ed

i

-

SATURDAY

sail-boa-

row-boat?-

"Then the shock of being told we
were to leave the island
I wanted
I went west along
to think.
the beach, without noticing some distance beyond the western point Then
suddenly I found the boat, drawn up
close under the bluff, invisible from
above.
At first I thought it
meant Mr. Power had come back, and
then I saw how unlikely that was, and
tried to explain it And suddenly it
came to me the real meaning of it
And I hurried to find you
"Thank God!" said Coast
She looked up, wondering at his
tone.
"1 mean It's one way out," he said
soberly; "a mlghtly slim chance but
yet a chance: I mean, the boat I've
been puzzling all along if worst came
to worst, there was the catboat but
how to ge you aboard her? You
couldn't swim that far . . ." She
shook her head. "I could; but even
then would it be possible to work her
Inshore and take you aboard unobserved? For if they saw us, I'd be
under fire and . . . Blackstock has
my pistol," he ended lamely.
She uttered a low cry of distress;
but he could only shake his head in
melancholy confirmation of the tidings, detailing the way Blockstock had
seized the weapon.
"But now," he wound up with a sorry show of optimism, "it's another
story. With the rowboat, we can get
off. As things stand, Appleyard . .
. Well, we'd better not risk waiting
for him. The cat lies out of easy
range, and if they try to swim out to
stop us, I can beat them oft with a
boathook or an oar. I think we can
make it at least, it's worth trying.
I'll go now and have a look at that
boat."

...

will be no exception from the othra. The value offered
are all exceptional and aure to interest you. And the quantity is large enough to supply you
Our After Supper Sale No.
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Look over the following items and see if there is not one or more which especially interests you. And be sure to watch these Sale announcements in the future. we are preparing
to offer some very unusual and especially attractive values during the coming season.

For Cash Only No Telephone Orders Accepted
$1.00

Cut
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Tumbler 55c

A lot of genuine cut glass tumblers, 4
inches high, of thin glass with flare
top, especially neat patterns, worth
$1.00 per set, for our After Supper
Sale, per set of six
1--
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I live on a farm and

Ribbons, including both
taffeta, all colors, black
widths No. 5, 7, and 9,
to 10c per yard, for our
.
After Supper Sale, per yard ,
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" I will say also that I think there is
iiu ucnw iiieuiuine to oe lonna ior
young girlg to build them up and make
them strong and well. My eldest
daughter has taken Lydia E. Pink.
aui o v egeuiuie uompouna ior painful periods
and irregularity, and it has
'
always helped her.
am
"I always ready and willing to
speak a good word for the Lydia E.
1 mkhanvs Remedies. I tell every
one
I meet that I owe my health and hapr
te
these wonderful medicines."
piness
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G" JoiIsspN-Scottville,Mich-

3c
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$10.00 to

$8.50 to

$200.00

$14.50

ESTAB1ISHED 1Q6Z

"So he married a maincurist?"
"Yes."
"Is he happy "
"I'm afraid not He complains that
she has quit holding his hand and
wants to confine herself exclusively
tc holding the pocketbook." Chicago

Machinery Headquarters.

Record-Heral-

"Wise men hesitate only fools
are certain," vhe observed in the
course of a conversation with his
tender spouse.

Grain Binders,
nowing Machines,
Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,
Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,

"I don't know about that," she
said testily.
"Well, I am certain of it, he exclaimed.
.
And for a' long time he was puzzled
to understand
why she burst out
laughing at him. Smart Set

Hay Fever and Summer Golds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Deere Plows,

Farm Wagons,
Spring Wagons,
Buggies,

Binder Twine,
E-M-

Autos.

-F

Charles Ilfeld Company,
Las Vegas). New Mexico.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
WHOOPING COUGH, for
CROUP,
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, Including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

II lipnavi TO DUJT CBMp f lora,
mk through with
ttaun, witrr and oil harThy
den aft wvtting don't protect your hands.
AabMtei'r Glora art the moat economical
Slorea. They wear lonent and feel heat. Kiaea.
Celebrated Horachide used is them la at earn.
MnilW mmA hut M

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
O. G.

Lydia L. Pinkham's Vegetable
made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful drugs, and y
holds the record
tor the largest number of actual cures
of female diseases.
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highly scented with Rose, Heliotrope, Violet or Lilac, worth 25c per
box of 3 cakes, for our After Supper
.
Sale, per box

ftnrt

am the mother of
thirteen children.
Many people think
T
NV-.1-

Armour's Arbor Series Toilet Soaps,

lot of Silk
satin and
and white,
worth 5c

Ma-chlrve-

8c

25c Toilet Soap 7

10c Silk Ribbons 3c

have worked very
hard. I am forty- nlri

55c

Compound

Scottville, Mich. "I want to tell
mucii good Lyaia JS.nnKuams
you now
i i

fivft vAftra

Women's white Ribbed Vests, either
wing sleeves or sleeveless, taped
neck and arm holes, sizes 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9, worth 15c to 17jc. for o ;r Af.
ter Supper Sale, each

4

...

17c Ribbed Vests 8c

;

For quick and definite results.

To Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

..."
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Foley's Honey and Tar
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7:30

EVENING,

Saturday eyeaing 7i30 to 9i30 we have our After Supper Sale No. 2L From past experience you know what to expect at these After Supper Salea. Ycu know you'll find unprecedented values in new desirable merchandise, every item of which it a real money saver.
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farm-hous-

HER

Without a word the Chinaman
(dropped his arms and stepped aside.
His face, when Coast saw it, was as
tolid as always; only the yellow eyes,
glinting like a cat's through their
heavy,
lids, seemed to hold
hint of derision. '
Coast lifted his shoulders In a shrug
mot of bravado but of endurance,
turned to the tool bench by the motor
and replaced the wrench. His
thoughts were all confusion; again an
(incident mocked him with hidden
sneaning. What was he to understand
that. Blackstock recognized his voice merged.
and knew him for himself. Garrett
half-close- d

...

OWES

(Continued from Yesturday.)
CHAPTER

She drew a deep breath, with a nod
endorsing this forlorn hope. "Very
well," she said tersely. "Go, then. I
must hurry back, for fear he may mist
me. . . . Yes, I can brave it out;
don't worry I shan't let him suspect
. . And there's another reason,
eyes.
she continued stubbornly, when he
Cautiously he looked round. . . . tried to object: "I can get you a reBut the deserted buildings shut them volver if I go back. Yes, my own. I
Dff
from the
and there have it in my trunk; I'm sure he
was no one visible on the bluffs or doesn't know of it, for I never thought
owns. He took her tenderly in his to show it him. It 1b loaded, too; and
arms.
I can get it easily, . . . Now I will
"There," he soothed her gently. go."
'Tell me . . ."
"Very well," he consented reluctant
"I'm afraid," she breathed brokenly. ly. "They won't miss me, that's sure;
"It's too awful, Garrett, too dread- but you . . . Try to slip away
ful. It can't be true
about dusk. Make some excuse, and
"Tell me," he begged, though now I'll be waiting here, all prepared, And
'
ae knew.
. . make sure of that revolver.
"It's about Mr. Power, Garrett I first thing you get back. Take care of
I he never left this Island."
yourself above all things. . . . Oh,
'1 know," he said.
don't worry about me; he doesnt;
She drew away, her eyes widening. with my
-fangs drawn, I'm no longer a
You knew, Garrett?"
factor in hii calculations. . . . Go,
"They" he stammered "It hap- then, and God keep you, Katherlne.
pened yesterday morning, just before
He could imagine the effort that her
( came ashore
about daybreak."
brave smile at parting cost her. . . .
"You you know this to be so?"
Unsmiling, somberly thoughtful, he
He told her briefly what and how he watched
her away, then hurried down
knew of the tragedy. "This dog," he to the beach.
concluded, "has been there you must
Ten minutes of steady walking
bave noticed by his grave ever
him to the place where he
brought
x
ilnce."
had bathed ttiat morning ages ago!
She nodded. "I saw him," she said A scant hundred feet further on, at
In a low, vibrant voice, "but I didn't
the very foot of the bluff that arched
understand. I remember thinking It a slightly concave face above it, lay a
strange. He was here when we came rowboat, bottom up, screened by a
a legacy from the former tenant
huge boulder. Hope palpitant In his
and Power was kind to him. He bosom, leaping and dying like a can
never would have anything to do with die in the wind, he hastened to it,
any of the rest of us except me; Mr. bent over, hands beneath the thwart,
Power fed him and he followed him and stood it on its side. A low cry
everywhere, but my he the dog hated, of disappointment sighed out from his
and the Chinese, too."
He let the boat, fall back to its
The brief explanation had helped to lips.
position.
original
quiet her; but now as' she stood starThere were neither oars nor rowtrembled
tears
ing blankly seaward,
locks.
In her lashes, and her lips trembled
Despair blackened the sky for him.
as she breathed convulsively.
He swung about mechanically, In a
"It's so terrible," she said in a dull daze of frustrated hope, and started
and even monotone, dispirited and back, plodding heavily as with weightcheerless-- . "Was I born only to bring ed feet
'
suffering and terror and death to all
Fifty yards away from the boat, a
about me?"
resounding crash behind him brought
"Don't Bay such things," Coast him to the about face with a start.
little
pleaded wretchedly. "Just a
Whether by accident of nature or
lcager and "
"wan dnsle-- a nnrtlon of the over"But nothing can ever make me for- hanging bluff, just at Its Verge, had
get, Garrett . . . Mr. Power was given way, precipitating upon the boat,
kind I don't believe especially
in a cloud of pebbles, earth and dust,
or good but he was a rock several hundred pounds in
thoughtful as to me and resented his weight; one entire side of the dory
treatment of me. It was because of had been crushed in.
Coast's gaze ranged upward. Along
that they were constantly at odds
and now, because of that . . . Oh, the edge of the bluff nothing moved.
He listened Intently. Not a sound
Garrett, Garrett!" she sobbed.
Silent, who knew no words to comA pale smile edged his troubled
fort her, he let her grief spend itself
in his embrace. When she was more lips. "Check!" he said; and with a
composed, he ventured a question that shrug resumed the backward way.
had been troubling him ever since she
Unheeded at his beels the blind dog
had betrayed her fears: How had she dragged, muzzle and tall adroop, utterlearned of this?
ing now and them a woeful whine so
"It was the boat the boat they said faint that it seemed hardly more than
a sigh.
he stole," she explained listlessly.
remember thinking at the time it
wasn't like him that he' would have
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
waited until tbe fog cleared, and then
t.
He
would have taken tbe
knew a great deal about the water,
Artist They say Pedals, the song
and knew that the tides run very
strong between here and Squlbnocket writer, is very busy these days. I
She named the nearest point on Mar hear he is
to compose his lattha's Vineyard. "I thought it strange est and it istrying
a scream.
nothacross
row
should
to
with
he
try
Musician Yes, it weighs 10 pounds,
ing to guide him and the danger of
"
can't be composed and screams all
being swept out to sea
"But this boat you say you have night.
Philadelphia Times.
"
Coast defound it the
A sailor had just shown a lady over
manded excitedly.
"Yes. When I had called Chang, I the ship. In thanking him, she said:
went down to the beach. I wanted to "I am sorry to see
by the rules that
be alone, so that I might think. Toon
are
forbidden
your ship."
tips
day has been dreadful to me alone
"Lor' bless you, ma'am," replied the
there with him, the man I was married to, knowing he was a murderer: sailor, "so were apples in the Garden
always fearing he suspected and try- of Eden." Exchange.
ing to behave as if nothing had happened "
Coast folded her close. "I know, I
know," he said softly.
At their feet the dog stirred rest
lessly, whimpering; and alarmed, the
woman deftly disengaged herself, with
a terrified glance up the straggling, de
serted street But still they were
gratefully if desperately alone and
"Garrett," she gasped "Garrett 1
frant you to tell me the truth, if you
know it the truth, Garrett, though
" She
I'm afraid to hear it
paused, shuddering, the crimson ebbing from her cheeks and Ups while
terror played like lightning in her

H. T. Davis
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of those who manipulate

the political
machinery through which president
are made Is an important consideration. But we believe that the time
has come when the political leaders
will respond to a widespread public
'.sentiment. Such a sentiment for Gov
ernor Wilson exists throughout the
:
country today."

V00DR0VVILS0N
BOOM APPEARS

BIPARTISAN

RAILWAYS FACE 8TRIKE
LINES DRAWN EX
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 4. Though
PRINCETON
PRESIDENT'S
nothing has developed to verify the
SUPPORTERS
report that a general strike would be
declared tomorrow on the National
New York, Aug. 4. The headquar- Railways of Mexico system, It Is the
ters of the presidential boom of Gov general belief among those acquaint
ernor Woodrow Wilson o New Jer ed with the situation that the threatened strike Is certain to materialize
sey is at 42 Broadway. The man in at an
early date.. The dlssastlsfactlon
charge, William F. McCombs, a law- of the
employes, particularly the
yer, was willing today to tell of the firemen and
brakemen, has been on
progress of the boom.
the increase for some time. While
"We are confining ourselves almost
wages and hours of labor figure in
Mr. McCombs
entirely,"
said, "to the controversy- to some extent, the
sending out literature relating to the real cause of the trouble is found in
activities of Woodrow Wilson since he the complaint of the Mexicans that
became governor of New Jersey. We the better positions, such as those of
are sending to all parts of the coun conductors and engineers, are held
try editorial comments on these ac- by Americans and that the latter are
tivities, biographical data on the gov paid higher wages than are the na
ernor and extracts from his public tives.
sreechea."
GONFEREN'.t
CHRISTIAN
So far, he said, literature had been
East Northfield, Mass., Aug. 4.
ent out largely In response to re
quests, and Htle or nothing had been The General Conference of Christian
done to win recruits to the Wilson Workers, one of the series of annual
religious gatherings established here
cause.
Mr. McCombs said that ,the Wilson by the late Dwight L. Moody, met
annual session
movement at the preesnt time was for its twenty-nintand that the Wilson sen today with an attendance of visitors
of the United
timent, as his experience showed It to from various parts
also from Euand
and
Canada
States
across
exist, zigzagged
party lines.
will adProminent
speakers
rope.
Governor Wilson Is particular strong
dress the conference 'during its ses
Among progressive republicans through sion of sixteen
days, among the
the middle west, he said. He cited
Rev. John A. Hutton
number
being
thfi case of a progressive republican
of Glasgow, Rev. J. Stuart Holden of
congressman from California who had
London, Rev. R. A. Torrey of Penn
promised to take the stump for Goveand Rev. G. A. Johnston Ross
rnor Wilson as the democratic nominee sylvania
of Cambridge England.
fcr president.
"The Pottsville Republican made a
HIGHWAY CONVENTION
poll recently," said Mr. McComibs, "and
Portland, Ore., Aug. 4. The Pacific
the result showed that In the strongly Hiehway convention began a two- republican county of Pennsylvania days' session in Portland today with
where that paper is published Wilson a large attendance and a list of
got eighteen hundred votes, where prominent speakers that combined to
Governor Harmon of Ohio got only give promise of a highly successful
'
"eighteen.
and profitable gathering. The attend
domi"In other parts of the country
ance Included delegates from com
nated by progressive republicans
mercial clubs, automobile clubs and
Wilson in polls has received two other organizations Interested In th
votes for every vote cast for Governor good roads movement from British
Harmon. That ought to show the im- Columbia to southern California. Govmense popularity of the man and the ernor West of Oregon and other men
extent to which he has kindled the of wide prominence are on the prw
erthusiasm of the American people."
gram for addresses. The convention
"This movement at the present time is being entertained by the Portland
Is as nonpartisan and as nonpoHtlcal commercial club.
as any movement that has for Its purTO VISIT CANADIAN WEST
pose the enlisting of popular interest
Aug. 4. With a view to
London,
believ
friends
who
his
man
a
ought
rln
knowledge of
to become (president, poaaVbly ' could I acquiring 'first-han- d
"be," Mr. McCombs said. "But we hope Western Canada' with especial refer
needs and opportunities ot
that some time It will become a move- ence to the
in relation to emigrasection
of
that
ment strictly within the democratic
tion from the home country, a party
party."
of Wjell known journalists represent
"Have you done anything to enlist
a dozen of the leading newspapers
the Interest of the politcal leaders ing
of Great Britain, sailed today for the
all
in
probthrough the country, who,
other side. The party was organized
ability, will have the final ,say in the by J. Obed Smith, assistant superinselection of delegates to the national tendent of emigration in Great Britconvention?" was saked.
ain, who will accompany them on
So far our main effort has been their tour of the western provinces.
focussed on scattering information regarding Governor Wilson," was the reODD FELLOWS TO MEET
enGovernor
ply. "We feel that the people are
Indianapolis, Aug. 4.
titled to this Information. If Governor Marshall and former Vice President
'Wilson is not a man who can stand Fairbanks will welcome the members
on his own feet, he ought not to be of the Independent Order of Odd
Of course, we are not Fellows when they assemble In this
Tit mlnated.
overlooking the fact that the good will city next month for the convention
of the sovereign grand lodge of the
order. A large attendance of visitors
is expected from all parts of the
United States and Canada. One of
x
the features of the gathering will be
a visit to the Odd Fellows' home at
"There is nothing the matter Greensburg.

NO PARTY

1

EARL OF VEHY5S
OLDEST

PEER

AGEJJ3
VENERABLE MEMBER OF HOUSE
OF LORDS APPARENTLY HALE
4ND HEARTY

are supposed to have something more
than one foot In the grave, he drives
his own motor car, shoots and fishes,
makes speeches, writes books and
beguiles what leisure he has left at
his favorite hobby sculpture.
The venerable earl Is known as a
prophet of woe. Ever since he entered public life and that was long
before most of those now conspicu
ous In It were born he has preached
a doctrine of national pessimism.
The times to him have been always
out of Joint, but he has never inveigh
ed against the spite, however, un
blessed, which has caused his creation to set It right.
But his sincerity and patriotism
have never been disputed. No man
has done more to foster the volunteer
movement. It was more than half a
century ago that he first assumed
command of a corps and his gift, the
Elcho challenge shield, still testifies
to his practical interest in the body,
whose motto Is "Defense, Not Defiance." He has the courage or his
convictions at all times and is never
bothered by considerations of consistency. He once opposed the habitual inebriates bill in the house of
lords on the ground that every Eng
lishman ought to be allowed to get
drunk when it pleased him to do so.

RAILROAD TRAVEL
YEARLY GROWS

MOREJAFE
FIRST QUARTER
DECREASE

IN

OF 1911 SHOWS

PASSENGERS

KILLED

--

London, Aug. 4. Probably because
the house of lords is so much to the
forefront in public discussion these
days, nearly all of the London newspapers made mention of the fact
that today is the birthday anniversary
of the yenerable Earl of WemyBS, who
has the distinction ot being the oldest
member of the body. Though ninety-thre- e
years old, the earl shows no
mental decrepitude and few
of
signs
persons have displayed a keener interest In following the recent pro- of events at Westminster than
he.

Lord Wemyss is regarded as one of
the most remarkable members of
the British peerage. Though belong
ago passed the age when most men

Just published by the
on

railroad accidents in the United
States, persons may feel a little safer
when traveling In the future. For
the number of deaths among passengers resulting from railroad wrecks
during January, February and March
was much less than during the same
three months In 1910. The number
fell from 110 to twenty-eight- .
The
number in 1910 was swelled by a
disaster due to an avalanche, killing
fortj-on- e
passengers and a derailment
The number of
killing forty-five- .
employes killed in train accidents and
by other causes also fell off this
year.
The number of persons killed In

n n rr n

rn

h

From figure

Interstate Commerce Commission

n

railroad accidents in the three months
was 146 and of Injured 3,228. Accidents of other kinds. Including those
sustained by. employes while at work,
by passengers getting on or off the
cars, by travelers at highway cross-ihgand the llk,
by trespassers
bring the casualties, excluding Industrial accidents, to 2,124 killed and
16,430 injured.
The total number of collisions and
derailments In this quarter was 2,g01,
387 being collisions and 1,414 derail
ments. Of this number, two hundred
collisions and 160 derailments af
fected passenger trains. The damage
to cars, engines and roadway by these
accidents amounted to $2,124,090.
In many cases it was found that
collisions and other accidents were
due to carelessness on the part of
employes. The nondelivery of an
order was the cause of one wreck.
The dispatcher, according to his own
statement, sent an order to another
dispatcher ordering a westbound train
to meet th eastbound at that station.
He says that the order was received
and acknowledged by the operator.
This station operator claims not to
have received It. There was
to prove both claims.
Another wreck was found to have
been caused by the mistake of a tel
evi-den-

egrapher of twenty years' experience)
he failed to deliver an order to the
westbound train to meet the east-- i
sound at a siding. Another was due
to the disregarding of signals by an
englneman. It was found afterwards!
that be had suffered a slight attack. I
of epilepsy while in his cab and had
ma through the block signals.
The electric headlight on a passen- engine caused ti purple light
indicating
"stop" at a derailing
switch to look white, which would In
dicate -- all clear." and a freight train,
ran into It After the accident a test
was made with an electric headlight
shining on the purple light, and it
was found that the purple light appeared to be white until the observers had reached a point within about
200 feet of it thus
confirming the,
englneman's statement
The bulletin, published by the Interstate Commerce Commission under
the Accident Law of 1910, is made up.,
of the reports of the railroad companies to the commission.

tr

Buy it now. Now is the time to buy
a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It Is almost certain to be needed before the
summer Is over. This remedy has
For sale by all druggists.
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We are not willing to tell any guaranteed
beet We have investigated
fo'OTcWicae,
them all
meet
every
demand, satisfy every test
hose except the

we offer them to the public.

Hundreds of families who read this advertisement are not fully satisfied with the
wearing quality of their hosiery. Either it is
guaranteed" hosiery, coarsely
ordinary
made and finished, or the more expensive
brands sold without any guarantee that it will
wear a week, a month or a day.
To such people we extend a. pressing invitation to call at our store
t
this week and examine
the latest refinement in guaranteed
hosiery.
CSiis&sS are for men, women, misses and boys. They are different from the ordinary hosiery in several ways that count for extra mueur
and value. The makers issue a signed and registered guarantee with
every box that fffliwifima will give satisfactory wear for four months.
This guarantee is endorsed by ourselves and means just what it says-- new
hosiery if fnTiih&vijficaft fails to give eminently satisfactory wear.
The difference between jjJPJlsSSlisSS and other brands is in the extreme
tare and eonicience that the makers have put into it Such quality has
never heretofore been put into any hosiery at 25 cents. The finish is
equal in every way to the finest hosiery sold. The threads are exceptionally
well spun and carry an unusual amount of textile strength. The weave is
exceptionally close meshed and the "feel" is soft and resilient like fine silk.
A special feature is the dyeing. The celebrated
Wunderdye used in coloring this hosiery gives permanent lustre without injuring or hardening the fabric
and will- not change or crock or loose its lustre In
fijTrhi-fimf-

.

Why Should I Use
Cuticura Soap?

with my skin, and I thought
Cuticura Soap was only for skin
troubles." True,1 it is for skin
troubles, but its great mission is.
to prevent skin troubles. For
more than a generation its delicate emollient and prophylactic
properties have rendered it the
standard for this purpose, while
its extreme purity and refreshing
advanfragrance give to it all the
toilet
of
best
of
the
soaps.
tages
in
invaluable
keeping
also
is
It
the hands soft and white, the hair
live and glossy, and the scalp
free from dandruff and irritation.
While its first cost is a few cents
more than that of ordinary toilet
with such care
oaps, it is prepared
that it wears
such
materials,
of
and
several
outlasting
often
to a wafer,
cakes of other soap, and making
its use, in practice, most economCuticura Soap is sold by
ical.
druggists and dealers everywhere,
but the truth of these claims may
be demonstrated without cost by
M,
.sending to "Cuticura," Dept.
liberal sample
a
for
Boston,
e
a
cake, together with
hair.
and
book on the skin
thirty-two-pa-

CdTTERS CELEBRATE
all
Washington,' Aug.
craft in the revenue cutter service1
wherever stationed from the Maine
coast to Behring Sea, ceremonies
were held today in accordance with
customs, including the "full dressing"
of the ships and the mustering of
officers and crews on the main
decks to listen to the reading of a
brief history of the revenue cutter
service by the executive officers.
REVENUE
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comes In a beautiful variety of
stylish colors and in all sizes. We are glad to sell it
and glad to recommend it as unquestionably the best
'
value of any hosiery at or near the price.
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OF PARSONS' BRIGADE
Waxahachie, Tex., Aug. 4. The annual reunion of Parsons' Brigade association began at Chautauqua park
large number of
here today with-attendance.
in
Mayor
veterans
Prince of this city welcomed.the visitors and Dr.' Loggins of Ennis responded. The reunion will continue
over tomorrow.
REUNION

'

Come in the store any day this week and examine this best of all
guaranteed hosiery. Take home a box on trial and test them out You
have four months to determine to your satisfaction that they are all we
claim for them and you are protected by the printed guarantee ticket in
the box. Get Tiflfiftoaei for the boys. That will be a good test

a

JEWISH CHAUTAUQUA
San Francisco,- Aug. 4. The first
summer assembly ever held by the
Jewish Chautauqua society in this
topart of the country opened here
will
until
session
in
continue
day and
next Tuesday. Among the prominent
speakers to be heard are Dr. William
ti
Rosenau of Baltimore, Dr. Henry
of Philadelphia and Israel
Cowen of Chicago.
-

Chattanooga
Knitting
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Chattanooga, Tennessee
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7.10: stockers and feeders, ?s;isw
NINE APPLICATIONS
England because some feared it In the 'arbitration treaties, and long
FINANCIAL CONDITION
of
cares
5.50; bulls, $3.2505.00; calves, $4.00
would mean an alliance defensively after he has; laid aside the
TODAY'S MARKETS 7.00; western steers, $1.6006.60;
and offensively with that eountry, It office he will be remembered chiefly
FOR PAROLE FILED j
western cows, $2.75 4.75.
OF TER. INSTITUTIONS
has been shown that nothing of the for his work as an advocate of uniMarket,
Receipts, 2,000.
Hogs
kind was contemplated at any stage versal peace.
EXCHANGE
NEW YORK STOCK
o
strong to 6c higher; bulk of sales,
of the negotiations.
SERVING LONG
New York, Aug. 4. Tha Biockmar-ke- t
$7.107:30; heavy, $7.107.30; pack TRAVELING AUDITOR JOERNS IS- TWO MURDERERS
LOCAL PATRIOTISM
.According to the provisions of the
adUKE RE-alternated
between
WOULD
slight
today
ers and butchers, $7.107.35; lights,
SENTENCES
SUES STATEMENT SHOWING ,
two treaties, ..which are identical In
vances and declines during the early $7.00 7.30.
LEASE FROM PRISON
BALANCE ON HAND i It is singular how a mob of people
their provisions, all disputes between
500.
Market
session, the light trading indicating a
Receipts,
Sheep
to
the
submitted
to
are
be
will yell themselves hoarse rooting
the nations
of uncertainty. Further pro steady. Muttons, $3.00 4.00; lambs,
folarbitration of The Hague or some tor the home ball team, who would not degree
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 4.--The
Travel
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 4.
nounced
weakness in Standard Oil on $5.00 6.00; fed wethers and year
be
which
agreed give a dollar to establish a new' indusmay
other tribunal
applicamade
have
the curb' and Intimations from .Wash lings, $3.404.50; fed western ewes, ing Auditor John Joems has made a lowing prisoners
on. The disputes may also be set- try at home, nor would thejr take the
'
financial statement of the condition tions for parole from the penitentiary.
that federal proceedings may be $2.ro3.50;;
counthe
from
tled by a commission
on Saturday,
trouble to suggest to friends contem- ington
roads
the various territorial institutions The parole board meets
of
coal
soft
tries Involved and thus accomplished plating a removal that this would be inaugurated against the
5.
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
which have the near balance of $79,- August
were not calculated to Inspire confid
Linwithout a resort to arbitration. The a good town to live In.
D. K. Foster, sentenced from
4. Cattle Receipts 830.73 on July 1. The statement is as
shares
ence.
Aug.
standard
The
Chicago,
the
railway
effect
into
is
for
putting
principle
years
serve
The Intense partisanship manifested
four
to
hew their early advance, with some 1,500. Marke' strong. Beeves $5.00
follows, the first column of figures be coln county,
same rules which apply to litigation at any athletic
In behalf of the
a
horse.
of
sport
the
west
larceny
weakness In the less active indus 7.35; Texas steers, $4.406.10;
When the
ing receipts for the quarter; the sec
individuals.
senbetween
home team indicates a considerable
Francisco Martinez, 'No. 1783,
$4.00 6.10; stockers and ond disbursements, and the third baleasier
is
Bonds
trials.
were
ern.steers,
decision
it
generally
court
its
to
.gives
highest
county
Arriba
of home loyalty. It Is an
Rio
sentiment
from
tenced
and
cows
heifers, ance July 1 :
binding on the individual. The nations unselfish sentiment. The man on the but American Tobacco sixes showed feeders, $3.005.35;
murder.
serve for life for
decided strength. The list took a dip $2.105.85; calves, $5.507.75.
$44,284.16;
College,
Agricultural
which signed the treaty today agree
bleachers does not get a nickel addi soon
Manza Inonye, No. 2106, sentenced
Market
14,000.
Receipts,
aparbitrawhat
of
Hogs
an
after the opening
$42,710.15; $8,489.38.
to make the decision by
account
on
of
Union county to serve 12 years
to
tion
his
from
the
wages
mixed,
New Mexico Institute for the Blind,
tion court the final word. This is a
peared to be short selling, but prices strong. Light, $6.907.524;
of the borne team.
for murder.
soon righted and before the end of $C.807.50; heavy, $6.557.40; rough, $99.80; $3,436.74; $6,847.64.
sensible provision. There is no dis- victory
d
!
Isidoro Arellano, No. 2207, senteSO-eOf course In many cases he may
choice
to
SG.5506.80:
heavy,
good
mana
in
settled
nishi'a
cannot
over
last
Deaf
the
hour
be
Mexico
for the
New
first
10
gains
pute that
Asylum
serve
to
from Dona Ana county,
our ob
ner satisfactory to the parties to it, hove money on the game. But
dose were quite general. The ?ne $G.807.40; pigs, $5.707.30; bulk of and Dumb, $2.50; $3,551.35; $822.46.
for Involuntary manslaughter.
wor- too
is
is
better
servation
that
the
years
$6.957.30.
sales',
fact
this
of
which
and the recognition
New Mexico Asylum for the Insane,
jmarked exception was Texas oil,
Harold
Market
Billings, No. 2675, sentenced
man
r'.ed
is
to
wants
who
6,000.
the
cheer.
It
Receipts,
Sheep
Canadlan Pa.
fel. ,ve
tQ 102
ought to have resulted in peaceful
$22,019.01; $16,552.26.
$2,437.67;
Socorro
county to serve one
frnm
means of settling disputes of nations his home team to win from simple clV-- lost all of its rise. The market strong to 10c higher. Native, $2.25
Miners' Hospital. $1,344.60;
for larceny.
two
to
years
noise.
year
$2.50
home loyalty that makes the
4.10; yearlings.
became dull on the recovery. Prices 4.00; western,
long ago.
$5,951.01.
No. 2774, Nativl-da- d
westKuintana,
Ciprlano
so
is
this
lambs,
it
sentiment
is
that
$3.756.90;
Why
eased cK In the noon hour with Home $3.754.80;
The effect of the arbitraion treaties
New Mexico Military Institute,
Antonio Tru- 2775,
No.
Quintana,
at a time when it does no pressure on United States Steel,
ern, $4.257.00.
will be to arouse a greater interest abounding
$10,602.13.
$13,106.71;
Jlllo, No. 2772 these tnree inuum,
Valley,' Southern Pacific and
than ever In this matter. It will be one really vital good, and so lacking
Normal School of New Mexico,
sentenced to serve six months to nine
YORK METAL
NEW
real
for
some
is
its
need
when
there
of
an incentive for the adovcates
American smelting. Texas oil recov
$5,732.53.
$6,755.16;
4.
months for burglary from Santa Fe
spot
New York, Aug.
Copper
ered 3 points. The movement as a
peace to renew their efforts to fur- expression?
$5,Normal
Mexico
New
University,
county.
12.37; lead 4.454.60. Slr- 146.67; $8,624.31; $4,185.46.
The towns that have grown popul- whole was downward.
The market 12. 12
ther advance the cause for which they
Manuel Aguilar, No. 2744, sentencver
have
that
and
52.
ous,
The
prowealthy,
powerful
have battled for years.
closed weak On heavy offerings In
New Mexico Penitentiary, $16,318.-20- ; ed from Bernalillo county to serve
gress of peace has been remarkable become great centers of Industrial life the final hour, the list made further
$16,294.35; $19,024.71.
seven months to ono year for assault
8T. LOUIS SPELTER.
in the past decade and The Hague and cherished locations for residence, declines, all classes of securities beMines.
School
of
$6,550.06;
with deadly weapon
4.
frim
4.45;
Lead,
St. Louis, Aug.
trlhnnnl has been a ereat factor in have become so because some small ing affected. Feeble rallies were fol
$2,047.52.
Qack Jackson, No. 2678, sentenced
5.75.
,
strong
settling disputes which once were group of men loved the soil of those lowed by renewed bear attacks which spelter
of New Mexico $14,155.- from Socorro county to serve one to
University
considered of sufficient importance towns, they had faith in their future, left
prices lower than before. United
two years for burglary.
27; $16,351.17; $2,364.30.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
to justify a resort to arms. With the they had self sacrifice to keep rooting States Steel was again prominent for
American Normal School,
James Silver, No. 2685, sentenced
4. Wool, unchangSpanish
Aug.
St.
Louis,
United States, Franoe
all the time for the home city. Such its large dealings. Conditions border
Grant county to serve mu
balance
from
disbursements
$785.31;
western
and
mediums,
ed; territory
committed to the peace program, men spend little time in mere
list
overtook
the
on
demoralization
months to two ysars for discharging
ing
17 and 19; fine mediums,
other nations are likely to loin,,; the
toward the end. Last sales were:
deadly weapon.
fine,
movement as what Is good for three
And the mainspring of this action is
. 64
.."
Copper
Amalgamated
of the greatest nations In th world usually a home patriotism different
(Modernized)
117
American Beet Sugar ;
GATES RALLIES; MAY LIVE
BOOKMAKERS FORCED TO QUIT
ought to he good for theothers. The only from that of the crowd at the Atchison
"Will you walk Into my parlor "
107
4.
W.
the
John
Gates,
Paris, Aug.
Detroit, Aug. 4. During the running
to
the
agreement with France acid England ball game, in having a wider and .more
fly.
Said the spider
: . . .129
Great
Northern,
more
pfd.
shown
has
American
financier,
of the second heat of the 2:04 pace
Is only the beginning for the United vital field for its
"'TIs the prettiest little parlor
106
expression.
New York Central
and his physi
afternoon
this
will
ever
nation
time
in
strength
and
today, warrants were served on all the
That ever you did spy.
States,
We may not all of 11s do large things Northern Pacific
124
cians feel more hopeful of the outcome The
bookmakers doing businesss under the
be given an opportunity to enter into for our town. But if
into
my parlor
way
everyone of us Reading
152
.'
Illness.
his
of
eliminate
stand and betting was suspended .The
any took
treaties which will
Is up a winding stair,
117
every possible occasion to say Southern Pacific
beof
States
United!
the
curious
betting was stopped, it is said, by orAnd I have many
possibility
things
this city is a corking good place Union Pacific
that
183
small
man
with
features
a
"Many
der of Governor Osborn. Later it was
coming involved In a serious war. If to live and do business In, or using
To show you while we're there."
75
United States Steel
will 'fool you," says the Manayunk "I might as well," replied the fly.
the European powers adopt, the. Prac- some more formal
stated that no warrants were actually
'..117
expression If we ob- United States Steel, pfd
Philosopher. "You can't tell from the
tice the result will be of immense
know
I
served, the bookmakers quitting when
your
plot;
"Although
circle
to slang, a
size of a fellow's mug how much he I'd as soon be spider .bitten
benefit to the world. France, and ject
to do so by a constable. Whethordered
of patriotic sentiment would be set
KANSAS CITY LlVE STOCK
can drink."
er the action will seriously affect the
England, who have Just agreed to the
As the victim of a swat."
would be
Kansas City, Aug. 4. Cattle ReAmerican proposition, can show , a loose, the reach of which
Fort Worth Record.
grand turf meeting here is not yet
Tommy "Pop, the rack used to be
further good example by signing
ceipts, 1,500, Including 1,000 southknown.
erns. Market 'strong. Native steers, an instrument of torture, didn't it?"
(;
similar treaies with each other.
When an ordinary man succeeds in $5.757.25; southern steers,-$4.1No act of the Taft administration
Tommy's Pop "Yes, my eon, and ,. Pitchers may come and pitchers
A fat purse helps a man's
will be regarded with greater favor accomplishing something worthwhile 6.10; southern cows and heifers, $2.60 the music rack frequently continues may go, but the "growler" is rushed
more than most anything.
t"
and
natlv
$2.50
to
forever.
be."
ceases
to
heifers,
"cows
he
be ordinary.
4.75;
than that which he has accomplished
.
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STEP TOWAKD PEACE
The first real step towards bringing about that universal peace which
is desired Is that which was completed yesterday,
when the United
States, Franoe and England signed
treaties which make war between the
United States and the two European
nations practically an impossibility.
America led the way la this great
advance and In international politics
and President Taft deserves most of
the credit, as he advanced the Idea In
a speech made at Washington last
winter. The French ambassador, Mr.
Jusserand, indorsed the action of the
president, and England was the first
to agree to the plan and thus make
it possible for the suggestion to
a reality. While there has been
a little opposition to the treaty With
be-co-
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August Clearing of Manhattan, Emery and Ferguson HJoliinney fJado Shirts Strietly
High Class, Clean, Now Uerohandtse
?
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Only twice a year do we place our Complete line of Men's shirts at these prices. This year we are prepared to show almost double the number of patterns we have had previously. The present collection leaves noth.
'
ing to be desired. Our shirt makers are conceded to be without superiors.
,
to
satisfaction
the
warranted
fit
maker.
to
Shirts
Shirts made big and full. Shirts that we guarantee will wash and will not fade. Shirts
give
by
everybody.
Do you need them?
...

Sale Commences Saturday August 5 and Gloapo Saturday August 18
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Satisfaction guaranteed in every
money refunded
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PERSONALS

The Prescriplioplsi

II

BASE BALL

Fred Dreteld returned last evening
from a vacation trip to California.
Mrs. John R. Hardy of Durango,
Mex., in vlisting friends in Las Vegas,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Callahan of
Raton were among the visitors In Las
Vegas today. .
Dr. J. H. Hoag of Mora was here
yesterday evening to attend the meet
tug of the Masonic lodge.
Mr. and Mrs., George Bryan have
returned from their wedding trip to
Denver and Colorado Springs.
Mrs. Laura Wltten and daughter.
Bernioe. returned this afternoon from
California, where they had been on a
vacation trip during the past several
weeks.
Mrs. John D. Torlina of Albuquer
que is here for a visit to her daughter, Mrs. J. D. Sprouls. Mrs. Torlina
will go from here to Topeka, Kan.,
for a visit to relatives.
Ensign Thomas Tipton, U. S. N., ar
rived last night from San Francisco,
near whirh port he is stationed, and
will spend a month as the guest of
his parents. Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Tip

YESTERDAY'8 GAMES

ton.
D. W. Lee, Las Vegas manager for
the Mountain States Telephone com'

.,,,.

The rnan-- i who .does-thweighing, the measuring-- ,
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depend,
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe

and sure if

we fill

yoar

prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

pany, will leave tomorrow for Trini
dad. He will spend his vacation of
several weeks on a ranch near that
place.

National League
Pittsburg-NeYork, (rain.)
St.
(rain.)
Cincinnati 7; Philadelphia 1.
Chicago 3; Brooklyn B.
Louis-Bosto-

.

American League
Boston 3; Detroit 2.
Phlladelphla-SLouis, (rain.)
New York 10; Cleveland 11.'
Washington-Chicag(rain.)
L

-

BASEBALL
--

2

NOTES

f

Uncle Jack and Aunt Nervy Spigler,
having been unable to get along
on an amicable basis. Uncle Jack
took up his abode in an old men's
home; Aunt Nervy kept the cottage
and garden and also retained the
slender bank account.
Under this arrangement the two old
people were on the friendliest footln,
and Uncle Jack made neighborly calls
upon his wife at frequent intervals,
often doing small bits of work about
the premises, for which Aunt Nervy
scrupulously paid him.
On one occasion, the plastering having fallen from the celling, Uncle
Jack solicited the job of repairing,
naming $6 as his price for the work,
which Aunt Nervy considered exces

A loud and prolonged "holler" was
drawn from Manager Dan Padilla of
the Albuquerque Grays when he' pick-.ean Optic off the exchange table of
an Albuquerque paper and read that
lie Amarillo team which defeated his sive.
aggregation twice last Saturday and
"Why," she protested, "I know I
Sunday was a "shop" organization. In could get Andy Gatch to do it cheaper
the Herald Mr. Padilla stated that the than that."
Amarillo team was a shop team, "of
"Mebby ye might," allowed Uncle
course." But he did not say anything
Jack, mildly, "but I ain't nimble like
about it when advertolng the game. Andy; it'd take me a good bit longer
Several weeks ago the local shop than
what, it would iilm. 'Sides that,
team played in Albuquerque: It was even
git the work done a little
lfj'pu
advertised as ''the famous Las Vegas
cheaper, T should think you'd favor
team, which has appeared here only one that's iSklti to you',1 rather than a
once in five years." Is it a square stranger."
'
deal to the fans, even if you give 'em
Uncle Jenk's logic won and he regood baseball, to make misrepresenta- ceived his price." Youth's
tions in advertising the games ?
The Grays' manager says the Maroons cannot play eighteen Innings
Guy. the youngest son of Farmer
and make only two errors. On July Timmlns, had spent two years in col
15 last, the Maroons made twelve er- leere. durlne which time he had ac
rors in nine innings and beat Albu- cumulated more indebtedness than
querque 10 to 5. If they had made education. His father paid his bills,
only two errors what would the score and left him to shift for himself. The
iave been?
boy had good stock in him, however,
Them Grays sure must be a one-maand managed, by turning over a new
team.
Whenever a game is
leaf,
practicing strict economy and
mentioned it is always "Rube Weeks
odd Jobs of work as opportuni
doing
and me can beat 'em." The Maroon ties
themselves, to pay for
presented
pitchers work in regular turn. They his tuition, and he stayed on.
get their bumplngs once in a while,
"How's your
doing at college "
Just as does the Rube, but they look asked the elderboy
Timmlns' next neighgood to the fans.
bor one day.
"He's getting along all right now."
he's working his way
"I hear
'
through."
"Yes," grimly, but with a gleam of
THE
pride, answered Farmer Timmlns.
"He found he couldn'tVork me any
1
DRY CLEANERS
more." Youth's Companion.
d

n

r n
will clean

One kind of a dreamer Is a city
man who wants to own a chicken
farm.

and press all Men's

and Woman's Garments,
Laces Lace Curtains, Kid
Gloves and Slippers, Neckties; Clean and Blleach Straw
and Panama Hats; Clean and
Block Felt Hats. We call
for and deliver the goods. -

I

523 Sixth St.

rKri d

Phone Main 35

i

w

inn-r-

One lightning rod manufacturer has
no right to steal another's thunder.

Frank Revell,
I

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimate Furnished on All Kinds of
.Building job Woik a Specialty.
Ptione Main 336.
Opposite Optic

-

F:0'R. SALE
$3000.00
Good Business Lot on Center St.
Want
Offer
28 foot Business Lot on Sixth St.
2 Business Lots on Douglas Avenue,
W.OO
.
i
near Seventh St.

mf

Houses, Stores and Farms For Rent vnd
For Sale

FIRX INSURANCE
The Investment and Agency Corporation
,

Phone Main 40.

GEORGE A. FLEMING, Manafer.

fr

3 Days Only UBRARYGROWING
OPTIC'S MILITARY
Iron and Brass IN POPULARITY;
Beds

I

SUMMER
SKIN DISEASES

"."."FOR

and Tuesday.

Srday-Monda- y

A

s

HESE

ARE

BALL PRAISED

NEW B OOKS

CASH

PRICES
Qiir.50 All Iron Enameled Beds;
an price
$1.95
MONTHLY
REPORT OF MISS REOur
Enameled , Iron Beds;
BECCA
ROWLAND
CONTAINS
b price
$2.95
DATA OF INTEREST
Oaf 00 Enameled Iron Beds:
Ui price
$3.95
Our! 50 Enameled Iron Beds;
The report of Rebecca Rowland,
lal'rice
..$5.95 city librarian, for the month of July
Oi- - i.OO Beds,
Vernis Martin
contains much of interest to the peos&li'rice
$11.95 ple of Las Vegas.
Th report shows
Ou J 50 All Brass Beds; sale
the library is growing in popularity
$11.95 and is
iic
increasing its stock of standard
Ouij $"0 All Brass Beds; sale
and popular works.
$16.75
prtc
The report in part, is as follows:
Our$0 All Brass Beds, sale
"The number of ibooks purchased for
$19.75
prlcf
the young people during the month
l
should keep them interested for a
Cotton Matresses
I
year. Several were replacements of
Our$? Cotton Mattresses in
sate ly, for
.$4.95 popular but worn out books. We have
about fifty-fiv- e
Oufc 1 0
books on the required
Mattresses
$6.95 "'st of readings in grade work up to
salepe
.'tne eighth grade. The fine arts shelf
Our 135 ). $16.50 and $18.00 Os- has been strengthened by the purteriho Mattresses,
slightly
soiled.ile price
$14.50 chase of 'The Blue Bird," by Maerter- ilinck. 'The1 Blue Bird' has been called
I Ask us about
one of the most idyllio and exquisite
Dreers and Chiffoniers
bits of fairy drama ever written. The
Our $)5.( Quartered Oak Dres
Piper.' by Josephine Preston Peabody,
sers orlaple Dresers, or Maand 'Hedda Gabler, the Master Build$27.50
hogany leasers, sale price
er,' by Henrlk Ibsen, are all works
Our $2T.B0ak, Mahogany or Ma
of art
$22.50
ple Dretrg, sale price
"There is also a collection of new
Our $22.5i Oak, Mahogany or
fl cation on the pay shelf which Is
very
$17.65
Maple Pssers. sale price
popular and when the books on this
Our $ll50iolden Oak Dressers
shelf have paid for themselves they
sale pric
$14.75
are turned over to the library. NumOur $15.00 olden Oak Dressers,
ber of bound volumes in library July
sale prlci. ,
$1 1.95
1, 6,986; number of bound volumes acOur $12.50 )lden Oak Dressers,
quired
by purchase, 114; number of
sale prlct
$9.95
bound volumes acquired by gift, 6;
Our $10.60 lden Oak Dressers
number of bound volumes in llbary
sale prltx
$7.85
31, 7,106;
number of volumes
July
All otherlressers and Chiffoniers
loaned during July 1, 971; number of
at
off focash. Only to be had at
cards Issued to new patrons, 26; num
THl ROSENTHAL
ber of daily papers in library 2; number of weekly periodicals, 4; number
Oppcte Y. M. C. A.
of monthly periodicals, 12."

,.r...r
.
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RISKEI OWN LIFE

LINO ROMEPjUHERO IN EXCITING

ONFE

--

from Captain William P. Brogan of
company G., Albuquerque:
Colonel $1. M. Padgett,
"Las Vegas, N. M.,
"Sir The enlisted men of Company
G, First Infantry, X. M. N. G., this
city, have requesed me to write you
personal letter of thanks in their
name for the courtesies shown them
during the recent encampment and
especially to extend their thanks for
The Optic ball, which was thorough
ly enjoyed by all of them.
The treatment given my company
at Las Vegas by yourself and other
public spirited citizens and by the
commanding Officers was such as to
greatly arouse enthusiasm in the
ranks, and since the return of the
company I have had an increased
number of applications for
"I tako great pleasure in joining
the men of the company in thanking
you for your kindly consideration
and many courtesies.
"Very respectfully,
WM. F. BROGAN,
"Capt. 1st Inf. N. G of N. M.
The difference between a saint and
sinner is too often measured by
the difference between creeds and
deeds.

evening

PLAZA

Sterling Silver Picture Frames
All Sizes

Prices from 90 cents up
at

TAUPERT'S

Jeweler

--

Optician
Watch Our Windows

;

--

7

RETAIL PRICES
...A...

More, Each Delivery
Each Delivery
1,000 lb, to 2,000
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
60 lb, to 200 lbs. Each Delivery
Um Than B0 lbs., Each Delivery

2)00 lbs. or

'

20o per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
V. SOo per 100 lbs.
40o per 100 lb.
SOo per 100 lbs.

lb,

Ha G UA

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
.
--

l

o!

i

Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

GROSS, SELL

HAIR IS THINNING

COMPANION
RUNAWAfLAST

SOLDIERS

SUFFERERS AND MEN WHOSE

AVE HIS

TO

During the summer most persons are annoyed with pimples,,
or eruptions, while others suffer more severely witli
Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skin disease-A- ll
skin affections come from humors and acids in the circulation-Th- e
BY
blood, as it circulates through the system, deposits these humors
and acids in the sensitive membranous flesh which lies just beneatht
the outer skin. This acrid matter causes inflammation and a discharge:,
CAPTAIN BROGAN OF COMPANY
which breaks through the delicate cuticle, and skin diseases are the
G., ALBUQUERQUE,
WRITES
result. To cure any skin trouble the blood must be freed from alE
'
'.'
LETTER OF THANKS
acids and humors, and for this purpose nothing equals S.S.S. This
great blood purifier completely removes every particle of theimpurity.
The Optic's grand military ball is enriches the blood, and in this
way permanently cures skin diseases.
still fresh in the memories of the S. 5. S. cures because it
purifies the blood and thus does away
boys of the New Mexico National
with the cause.
Book on skin diseases and any medical advice you.
Guard and they are appreciative of
may desire sent free, 5.5.S. is for sale at drug stores.
the efforts made by the people of
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
Las Vegas to entertain them during
their stay at the encampment The
following letter has been received
,"

boils, rashes

A HOPEFUL MESSAGE TO SCALP
HIS ADVICE.

Dandruff now bald later. The same
Is true of scalp diseases. In fact
baldness is a scalp disease. The trouble with the greasy salves and lotions,
the
dandruff and scalp
cures you .nave tried so far is
that they don't do anything but tern
porarlly relieve the itching and cake
the dandruff so it doesn't fall until
its dried out again. Nothing can cure
really cure such troubles but a real
scalp medicine that will kill the germs
causing dandruff and scalp disease.
Learning from leading fellow drug
gists throughout America that they
had found a whirlwind cure for dan
druff, eczema and all diseases of the
skin and soa'p the O. G. Schaef er drug
The Countryman How can I win at store in proving to the laboratories
roulette?
compounding the treatment that it is
The City Man Run the game your the most prominent drug store In this
self.
city secured the agency for the remedy. Thla remedy, is ZEMO, the
RIGHT IN IT.
dean, liquid preparation that kills
the germ of disease and ZEMO SOAP
to wash the scalp or akin clear and
o'ean off the dandruff or scale an by
its antlseptlo qualities soothe and

Y

a CO.

(Inooporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
ancf Doafers In

WOOL. RIDES
DAlN WAGONS-RACI- NE

and PELTS

VEHICLE- S-

Mill
Connection

an
In
effort to save
Usjc
from
Miss
Engeni
Delgado
ran
horse
whenv
her
injury
SEVEN
away with her irly yesterday evenEast Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M:
ing, Lino Romei was thrown to the
,
ground and so sverely injured that
.w Corona, N. M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, If. M.,
5 'Si!
ne was compelU to remain in his
Trinidad, Colorado
1
bed today. Rom-- o suffered injuries
to his leg and wulder. Miss Delgado escaped unhrt
The accident Recurred in front of
the office of W.E. Cortner on the
HI J C (
extreme north eat corner of the
Plaza, where the horses ridden by
Miss Delgado andRomero fell heavi
ly after sliding ind slipping for
Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
several feet on the hard cement side
' the
during the summer months may have The Optic
city
walk. In companj with Miss Kate
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
Shupp and Romeo, Miss Delgado
The address can be changed as
a,t the business office.
started on a horsoack ride in the
heat
lear the Romero
as desired. Subscribers should give the Old address
early evening.
k
Mercantile compan's establishment
and
Sold by druggists everywhere
when asking to have the paper sent to a new location. .
on the west side o the Plaza Miss
In Las Vegas by our authorized
Delgado's horse bo.ed. This fright
agent, O. G. Schaefer.
ened the animal i ridden by Miss
Shupp and it also bgan to run.
Romero took in t e situation at
glance. Miss Shupj: it was evident,
would be able to get her horse under
control. Miss Delgalo, however, was
having trouble. Rcnero put spurs
Miss
to his horse and ga e chase.
Romero's horse clcled about the
north side of the PUea park. Near
offie the animal
Mr. Conner's
veered suddenly to hli left and Jump
J. M. CUNNINOHAM, Preildeot,
Suritlum
ed upon the sldewall. Romero fol
PRANK SPRINdER, VlnPraaldent,
of
ths
rein
for
bridle
taa.ooo.oo
lowed, reaching
"Has your estate been settled yetT"
D, T. HOSKINS, Cuhlr,
$100,000.00
the girl's horse as hii mount struck
"I think so. My lawyer has Just
the walk. Both horsese slipped on (ought a new house and a-- $16,000
i "
Automobile.
ithe. sidewalk and fell;
.ban.
'iUod
?
. Romerp was throws tato the street.
. hb
ne
Pft)d biY
i
:
GREAT
GAIN
his horse hivlnj: alighted in the gut
SMALL LOSS;
aid motionless
ter. W
Miss Delgado clung to her sadpleand
13
A
her horse got quickly to.fcis feet and
The
ran east on San Juan street
in the bank will enable you to walkjover a
I1
animal ran into the yaid at the rear
dangerous place on a path of dollars.
of the residence of Dr. E. B. Shaw,
where he stopped. Mlfig Shupp sucMAN WHO
ceeded in stODnine her mount near
Charles A. Spless' residence on the
'TC- boulevard.
is bound to get into debt, because there!will
Several people saw th' horses fall.
if 'V riders
surely come a time when an emergency will
both
certainly'
They thought
'
take him by surprise. Make your first deposit
would be killed. Showers of sparks
were thrown when the" steel-shoat the earliest possible moment.
hoofs of the horses struck the ce
ment walk. Romero, it is expected,
VEGAS SAVIIIGS DAHIL
will be able to be out again in a few
it
loved
I
and lost,
have
For Lorn
days.
don't complain; you
jack Well,
Miss Delgado is a sister of Lorenzo haven't
on your hands.
a mother-ln-la-Delgado, clerk of the probate court,
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken up by
W. C. Browning, May Mil, N. M.
One light bay mare 5 years
To-wi- t:

nM

REGULA1 T

WMl

7fft IHa

V

turn As htsrh.

Branded
On right shoulder
Branded
VTZ
On left shoulder
J
Branded
y
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 18, 1911. said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when, found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, 1 1.

II

before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad-vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8. 'It.

19".

Board, unless claimed by owner on
before Aug. 18, IS 11, said datebelngi"

days after last appearance of this &
TertlBement, said estray will be
by this Board for the benefit otJi
'
f
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITART

THE

LOBBY

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

BOARD-Albuauerou-

N. at.

Firat mib. July

28.

last nub. Auz.

8. 11.

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

Estray Advertisement
Eitray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to who it
brothers always welcome to the
Notice is hereby riven to whom it may concern that the following de CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
comM.
07
may concern that the following
W. O. Wood,
A.
tu
was
wigwam.
Regular
sachem;
taken
scribed estray animal
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
estray animal was taken up by Braullo Encinla y Lucero, Enc
and
David
first
munication
of records and
chief
Flint,
N.
M.
S.
Silver
J.
City.
Hately,
MAY ANNOUNCE FAR REACHM.
third Thursday In each
collector ot wampum.
One sorrel horse, 3 yearj
ING DECISION
One bay mare. 4 ye: i old,
month. Visiting broth,
600
lbs
old,
00 lbs.
14 hands.
ers cordially Invited. B. P. O. ELKS Maota anoond and
uranaea
Branded
W. M.; Chas. H.
H.
William
Stapp,
The effect of the recent decisions
fourth Tuesday evening ot each
li.ll
On left hip
Oa right shoulder
Secretary.
Sporleder,
of the United Stales supreme court
this
to
month at O. R C. halt Vlsitln
unknown
Said
animal
being
Branded)
II H
J
and of tbe fuller exercise of the legisloard. unless claimed by owner on or
Brothers are cordially invited. Q.
On left hip
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
before Aug. 18, 1911, said date being 10
lative powers of tongreas have been
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W,
Ear marks
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Regdays after last Anuearance of this ad'
to give a broad construction
to the
TueaSaid animal being unknow
said estray will be sow
vertisement.
second
Condon, Secretary
uiar conclave
clause ill the constitution delegating
by this Board for the benefit of the Hoard, unless claimed by ow: ron or
day in each month at
to congress the power to regular Inowner when found
before Aug. 18, 1911, said datebeinglO
Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D. F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
terstate commerce and to confine the
days after last appearance off d'8 ad- nm..hAr n
.... xr mr
a ii
- Chas. Tamms.
Re
2.
day evenings each month, at FraOpc's Number, Main
vertisement, said estray wil j be sold
power of the states within much nar28. last pub. Aug. 8. '11
First
pub.
July
.t
corder.
whom
to
this
Board
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
for
by
the benejtof the
NoUce thereby given
rower limits than those over which
owner when found.
we
de
concern
that
tonowmg
may
1ATES
FOR
ADVER
CLASSIFIED
Brothers
many of them have sought to exer
cordially invited to attend.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
scribed estray animal was taken up b;
TISEMENTS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
Estray Advertisement
LAS
B. F. McOulre, Presiaent; E. C
cise it.
M.
W. C. Browning, Mayhill, N. M.
ft
Albuquerauei
Five cents per lint each Insertion.
Notice is hereby given to whom It First pub. July 28, last pub.
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
8, 'It,
A recent decision by United States
One brown mare, 3 years,
Ward, Secretary.
to a
Estimate
alx
concern
tne
words
mat
convocation first Monday
ordinary
roiiowing
may
Circuit Judge Sanborn of the United
hands high.
650 lbs., 13
Ma
Ins. No ad to occupy leia space than about
taken
was
by
animal
at
up
month
each
In
estray
Estray AdvertTseme
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
States circuit court for the district of two lines. All
Branded
advertisements charg- J. S. Hately, Silver City. N. M,
Notice la hereby given t vhom it
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
NO. 804 Heels second and fourth
Minnesota goes ho far in this direcshoulder
On
right
id will be booked at (pace actually
m. J. A. Rutledge, H- One brown mare, 12 years may concern that the fol Dfing de- 1 year old, about 350
tion that it it is sustained by the
horse
One
scribed
Thursday in O. R. C. hali. Pioneer
bay
animal
was
tften
up by
t, without regard to number of
old 800 lbs., with colt. Colt not brand Komuio estray
P.: Chas. H. Sporleder,
tV. M.
United States supreme court and car- words. Cash In advance
10 hands high.
building. Visiting members are
!bs.,
Chamita,
iiwera,
preferred.
ed.
.:
One mare, 7 y
Invited. W. R. Tipton. Q. K.;
ried to its logical conclusion, railroad
Branded
old, 500 secretary.
Branded
14
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
men insist that it would restrict the
lbs.,
hands.
fr'.;H
On right shoulder
On left shoulder
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Branded
Said animal being unknown to thi
opportunities of the states for this
Branded
n
on
owner
claimed
On left shoulder
by
a. Meets first and third Fri I. O. O. F LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO.
Board, unless
character of regulation.
On left hip
18, 1911, said date being 10
before
WANTED
to
Asso
Aug.
copy
1. Meets every Monday
Operator
MinBranded
The legislature of the state of
evening at
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs
Said animal being unknown to this
appearance of this ad
On left hip
their
hall on Sixth street- - All visitnesota had enacted statutes reducing ciated Press report over The Optic's days after last
Matron;
M.
bold
will
Worthy
be
said
Tripp,
Agnes
estray
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
leased wire, daily except Sunday, vertisement,
Said animal beine un
ing brethren cordially invited to atpassenger fares within that state about
benefU
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
before Aug. 18. 1911., aid datebeinglO Board, unless claimed bvltrnertoATIthisT
11:30 to 2:30. Call on city editor.
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. O.; A
S3 3 per cent and reducing freight
.
'
days after last appearance of this ad oeiore Aug. is, mi, said Kate being J 0
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary,
SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
withon
commodities
certain
charges
Albuquerque, N. M. vertisement, said estray will be sold days after last appearand of this ad
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street
Secretary; W. E. C rites, treasurer;
on the state about 7.37 per cent. By
First pub. July 28, last pub. Aug. 8, 'Jl. by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray j will be sold
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and
orders of the Minnesota railroad
Dy tnis Board for the Benefit of the
owner when found.
NU
LODGE
owner wnen found.
DORADO
l,
EL
warehouse commission, general mer FOR SALE Good piano, cheap of tak
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
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NOTICE

oola avenue beginning at' alley be- 22, 23, 24, 25, Mrs. Mattie Green,
Dillon, $20 each; lota 4. 5, Herbert W. 28, 29, 30, Investment ft Agency corL beginning
aorth side of National avenue, be- - tween Sixth and Seventh streets, and 20
?onM
S1 at! the falley
nue,
each; Iota 28, 27, 28, Fletcher E. Brown, $20 each; lota 6, 7, A. A. Jones poration, $20 eaoh; lota Si. 32, and
between ginning at the alley between Fourth
running thence east for 42 feet, IL G.
$20 each; rear 25 feet of lots $20 each; lots i. 9, F. O. Blood, $20 south half of S3, E. O. Thomas, $50;
Railroad jid Grand avenues, J. Y. Lu-and Fifth streets, R. J. Taupert, Coors. $33.6u; lot C subdivision of England,
1, 2, fronting 25 feet on Washington each; lota 10, 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each; lota 34. $5. and north half of 33, W.
jan. 4U,
$50.60; the west 85 feet of lots 15, 16, iota i. 5, , 10,
li, 12, fronting 50 feet avenue, Charles H. Stevenson, $20.
lota 12, 13. 14, 15, 16, 17. 18, 19, 20, 21. E. Robertson, $50; lota D, E, F, Maria
Block, 18. lota 1, 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. Mrs. 17,
fronting 85 feet on the north side of 011 north side of Lincoln avenue, A. IL
Block 38; lota 1, 2, 3, 4, Florence H. 22, 23, Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; and Aurelia M. Baca, $20 each .
M. A. Grtswold, $20 each; lota 7. 8. 9.
National Ave. from the corner of Na- Harris--, $40 ; lot B,
being subdivision Stems, $20 each; lota 5, 6, 7. 8, F. H. lots 24, 25, E. G. Murpheyy, $20 each;
10, 11, 12, 13, 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. H. tional avenue
Sec 16. The following described
and Fifth street, Mar-Jorl-e of lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. fronting B0 Crall.
$20 each; lota 9, 10, 11, 12, Mary lota 26, 27. 28. 29. 30, 31, Trinidad G. pieces of land
u. uoors, 120 each.
are assessed the
Hume Strtckfadden, $68; lots feet on north side of Lincoln
avenue L Davis. $20 each: lots 13. 14. George de Baca, $20 each; lota 32, 33, Frank amounts herein designated:
Block 19; lots 11. 12. 13. 14. W. H. 18, H 20, .21, heirs of F. B.
Optio Publishing Co., $40; lot A, bfr Arnot, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, F. S.
$20 each; lots 34, 35, 86, C. Mo- A piece of land in Block 2 of the Rey
Shultz. $20 each; lot 15. J. H. Smith $20 etch; lota 22, 23, Mra. January
Cora S. mg Bumuvision or lota 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Rrush, $20 each; lots 18, 19, 20, H. J. Roy,
$20 each; lota 87, 38, heirs nolds and Harrold addition and com$20; lota 16, 17, 18, 19, H. W. Kelly, Fence-- , 20 each; lota 24. 25,
Reynolds.
H.
F.
50
26,
12,
on
feet
fronting
The main line of the Atchison. To $20 each; Iota 20, 21, 23, 23, Kate
north side of Mueller. $20 each; lota 21, 22, 23, 24, ot F. B, January, $20 each: lota 39.
lots 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.
Nathaniel Fetterman, J. C. & Marvlna Johnsen, $20 each; 40, Mm J. A. Patterson,, $20 each; prising
peka and Santa Fe railway company Wright, $20 each; Jots 24. 25. Bertha Plerrft $20 each; lots 27. 28. Chas. Lincoln avenue,
15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 29, 30, 31,
,
each.
luta-iisKonenthai,
$20
u;
uana Wlegand, $20 lots 25, 26, 27, 28, and 34 feet on rear lota 41, 42, Ethel M. Bowen. $20 each. 32. thereof and
on the east; Lincoln avenue to Tenth Chambers, $20
800 feet on
each; lots 26. 27. Ben Block So; Iota 1, 2. 3, Mrs. Olive each; lot 15, it,
Peter Roth, $20; lot 16, of Iota 27, 23, which latter faces Wash- - Block 6; lot 1, Adolph Teitle Friedman avenue,fronting
San- etreet on the South; on the west by Coles,
St.
$20. each.
Anthony's
Bouchtf, $20 each; lots 4. 5. 6. Las Ve J. M. Cunningham, $20; lota 17, 18, Intgon avenue, Mrs. Evallne C. Ben
a line from the center of the inter- Sec 3.
$240.
2
16t
tarlum,
The lots and pieces ot gas Pavings Bank, $20 each; lota 7, A.
Gonzabaum,
$20;
Tranqulllno
O. Wheeler, $20 each; lota 19,
section ot Tenth street and Lincoln land In the an Miguel Town Co's ad
20, jamin, $107.20.
A Piece of land on the east side of
les 20; lots 3, 4. - Carrie Belle
3. 9, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 each; Mrs. M. J. Reilly, $43.20:
lot 21.
Block S3, lota 1, 2, 3, Frank Sprin
avenue and bounded on the
aenue, thence north to Columbia ave- dition are assessed as follows
Railroad
$20
6.
6, 7. 8. 9. Mrs,
each; lota
the east 60 feet of lota 15, 16. 17, 18, heirs of F. B. January, $18; lot 22. ger, $20 each; lota 4, 5, 6, Atchison, Vogt,
nue; thence along Columbia avenue
north by Main avenue and extending
Block 19; lots A, B. C. D, being sub
Trinidad
O.xle
lots
$20
28,
Baca,
each;
on
National
avenue,
Mrs.
Pauline
fronting
$48,
Graaf. $18: lot 23 front Topeka ft Santa Fe railway Co., $20
east to Eighth street; thence north division of lots 1. 2, 3, Mrs. S. A. Chat is,
29, 30, Browne ft Manzanares
$20 thence 150 feet eouth, Atchison,
to Raynolda avenue: thence east fin, fronting 75 feet on Railroad ave M. M. Sundt; the west 82 feet 3 inch ing 25 feet, Chris Wlegand, $20; lot each; lots 7 8, Wm. P. Milla, $20 each; each; lots 34, 35, 36, 87, 38, 39, 40,Co.,C. D,
ft Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
es
lota
of
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, fronting 24, fronting 40 feet on Sixth etreet. lots 9, 10, Mrs. Laura F. Blood, $20
on Raynolda avenue to Sixth street; nue, $60; lots
A piece of land lying on the east
$20 each; lota 41, 42. Ed SanE, F. being subdivision on National avenue, Francis H. Olney, Chris Wlegand, $32.
Boucher,
thence south to Baca avenue; thence of lots 1, 2, 3, fronting 50 feet on Na
each; lota 11, 12, 13, 14, F. H. Pierce
side of hallroad avenue and bounded
lota 20, 21, 22, 23, 24. 25, 26,
Block 11; lota 1, 2. J. K. Martin. $20 each; lota D. E. F fronting 75 ner $20 each; lot 6, Juan Sandoval, $20. on the south by Lincoln avenue and
east along Baca avenue to Fourth tional avenue, P. D. McElroy, $40; lot $65.80:
27, 28. II. M. Sundt, $20 each; the fol $20 each; lots 3. 4. Jacob Kenestriek feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs.. Otto
Sec 12. The iota and pieces of land
street; thence in a line midway be- 4, Mrs. S. A. Chaffln, $20; lots 5, 6,
extending thence north a distance of
lowing sibdlvisions of what is known $20 each; lot 6. Mrs. Roaana Kenee. Grimm, $60; lota A. B. C, fronting in the Ilfeld ft Baca addition are as 825 feet, Atchison, Topeka ft Santa,
tween Baca and Washington avenues Henry DInwoody, $20 each; lots 7, 8, as
follows
as
sessed
of
lota
11,
Phlllbs
subdivision
10,
lota
6, 9. 10, 11, 12. Thomas 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Ed S,
trick, $20;
from Fourth street to Grand avenue; Mrs. L. H. Kerlee, $20 each; lots 9, 12,
Block 2, lota 1, 2, S, 4, M. L. Cooley Fe Railway Co., $660.
13, 14; lot designated aa O, fronting Foster, $20 each; lota 7, 8, M. L. Coo-le- Lewis. $60; lots 19, 20, 21, 22, Laura
of land bounded on the '
thence on Garfield avenue to the said 10, Damado Montano, $20 each; lots 25
A
on
A.
$20
H.
National
feet
each; Iota 5 ,6, 7, Mary L. Davis northpieceMain avenue, on the east by
avenue,
$20 each; lots 13. 14. 15. 16. D. C. C. Wltten, $20 each; lota 23, 24, The
main line of the Atchison, Topeka & 28, 29, Southwestern Building & Loan
lot designated as 1, front winxera, zu eacn; lota 17, 18. M. L. Mutual Improvement Co., $20 each; $20 each; Iota 8. 9, 10, William J, Grand byavenue, and on the west by
Santa Fe Railway , company on the association, $20 eaoh; lot 30, Thos. Wise,40 $2(;
feet on corner of Grand and Na Cooler, $20 each; lot 19, Mrs. M. J. lot s25, 26, Mrs. Katherlne
ing
Earlckson, Milla, $20 each; lota 11, 12, E. W. Hart Fifth street, fronting 75 feet on
F. Clay $20; lota 31. 32, Chas. H. Clay,
tional, iliry J. Wise, $32: lot desig McDonald. ,20; lots 20, 21. Investment $20 each; lota 27, 28, Mrs. Anna M $20 each; lota 13, 14, 15, 16, L E. Grand avenue, Archbishop J. B. Pi
$20 each: lot 83, Nellie Parish, $20; nated as !,
Trainer, $20 each; lota 17, 18, Mra, taval, $60.
fronting 29 feet on Grand &
WHEREAS, the said City Council lot
corporation, $20 each; lot Shout, $20 each.
Nellie Parish $17.60; lot 35 avenue, H. A. Wise, $23.20; lota de- 22; Agency
Sarah E. Atkins. $20: lot 23. heirs Block 40, lota 1, 2, Clarence Iden, Hattle L. Thompson and R. J. Taupert
has elected that the whole of the and 34,
A piece of land on the northwest
3
the north
feet of lot 34, H. B. signated m 3, 4, fronting 75 feet on ot F. B.
cost of said construction shall be as$20; lot 24, the Agua $20 each; lota 3, 4, 5, Mra. Nellie $20 eaoh; lots 19, 20, Daniel Stern, comer of Main avenue and Eighth
$22.40; lot 36, Southwest Grand avenue, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, mra uo.January,
Martinez,
each.
$20
or Las Vegas. $20; the south Schaefer, $20 each,; lota 6, 7, A, O
sessed against the lots and pieces of ern
and fronting 58.2 feet on north
ft Loan Association, $20; $60.
Block 3; iota 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, B. F. For street
land situate In said portion of the lots Building
fifty feet of lot 24, fronting 60 feet Wheeler, $2 each; lots 8, 9, 10, A. A,
Main avenue, Mrs. Marie Hayaide
of
37, 38 Southwestern Building &
and Evallne C. Benjamin, $20
city or in said sewer district and abut Loan association, $20 each; a piece of $20Block 31: lota 1. 2, 3, P. J. Murphy, on Seventh etreet beglnnln at the Jones, $20 each; lot 11, Alice R. Long sythe lots 6, 7, Mra. Emma
$46,66.
ward,
F. Tamme,
lot 4, Marcos Garduno, $20; alley between Lincoln and Douglas $20; lot 12, C. H. Schlrmer, $20; lota each;
A piece ot land on the north side of
ting on the line ot said sewer, or so land fronting 60 feet on south side of lots eaoh;
C, 6, Investment & Agency Cor- avenues, heirs of F. B. January. $40. 13, 14, Alice R. Long, $20 each; the $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Simon Bachar Main avenue
near thereto as to be. in the opinion National avenue, being the rear sixty
beginning 68.2 feet from
lota
$20
Mrs.
W.
11,
E.
8,
12,
ach,
13,
14,
lota
eaoh;
7,
$20
each;
Block 12, lota 1, 2, 3, 4. Emma Ket- west one half of lota 15, 16, 17. 18, 19,
poration,
of the said City Council, benefited feet of lots 37, 38, E. N. Wild, $48.
the N. W. corner of Main avenue and
R.
$20
lota
17,
15,
16,
Iota
9,
10,
each;
$20
Tipton,
de Borrego,
eaoh;
ner and J. M. Turnhull, $20 each; lots 20, fronting 75 feet on Columbia ave
by the construction thereof;
Eighth street and extending thence
Block 20. lots 1. 2, A. G. Zummach,
11, o, 6, Bertie Q. Jameson. $20 each: nue, B. S. Go wan, $60; the east half 18, Jessie E. Haydon, $20 each; lots 86.2
feet west, Chas. F. Hummel,
And Whereas, the said City Council $20 each: los 3, 4, Mrs. Hulda Rosen- Damado GoBegos, $20 each; lot 13,
Mae
19,
20,
Henry, $20 each. ,
lots 7, 8, Las
Adolph Tedt'ebaum, $20; lots 12,
Town Co., $20 of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, fronting
$68.96.
has ordained,
thal. $20 each; lots 6, 6, 7, $20 each; Manuel F. Sustos, $20 each; lot 15, eacn; lots 9, 10,Vegas
13.
Sec.
The lota and pieces of
11, 12, 13, 14, L. C. 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie
A piece of land on the north side
lot 8, fronting 60 feet on Grand ave Seneca T. 131ne, $20: lots 16, 17,
nfeld, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, 18, D. Molse. $50; lota 21, 22. Sadie S. land In the Elston addition are assess- of Main avenue, beginning at a point
Sec, 1. That each of the following nue, Lydla M. McNair and Constance
60 feet on Railroad avenue, Laa Vegaa Town Co., $20 each; lot McClanahan, $20 each; kxta 23, 24, E, ed as follows:
144.4 feet from the N. W. comer of
lots and pieces of land abuts on the L. Parsons, $48; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Ly fronting
Lot 1, fronting 40.5 feet on Seventh
$40; lots 18, 19, front- 19, Mrs. Mattie S. Green, $20; lots 20, E. W. Layton, $20 eaoh; lots 25 ,26,
Main avenue aqd Eighth street and
line of the said sewer to be construct dla M. McNair and Constance L. Mary50 Colvllle,
40.5
lot
on
38,
a
feet
street,
on
avenue
and
National
fronting
feet
21, Alfred Nolette, $20 each; lots 23, Norman and Jean G. Skinner.
$20
thence 51.5 west, Lizzie V.
extending
ed in the said portion or district of Parsons, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, ing thereof
Sixth
d
Co.
Southwestern
50
etreet,
on
feet
Realty
24. A, O. U. W. R. E.' & I., $20 each. eaoh; lota 27, 28. A. J. Wertz,
$20
$41.20.
Carpenter,
the City of lias Vegas, New Mexico, fronting 100 feet on Main avenue, part avenue. fronting
lots
3,
7,
4,
2,
$64.80;
5,
8,
6,
10,
9,
11,
Seneca T
$40;
A piece of land on the north aide
Sec 5. The lota and pieces of land each.
or Is so near to the line of the said Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, $80; a piece lots 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,.Kline,
13,
14.
12,
15,
16, 17, 18, 37, Southwest
26, 27, 28,
Block 60; lots A. B. subdivision of
of Main avenue beginning at the intersewer as to be, in the opinion of the of land on the east side of Fifth 29. Kate Wright. $20 each: the rear in the Blandhard ft Co's addition are
17, 18, 19, 20, heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale, ern Realty Co., $20 each; north one section of Main and National avenues
said City Council, benefited by the street beginning at the alley between 75 feet of pot 20 frontln 75 feet on assessed as follows:
Block 5, lots 1, 2. 3, Marie Sellar $40; lots C. D. E., same subdivision, half of lot 25, Southwestern Rea'ty and running thence east 751.4 feet
construction thereof, and each and Main and National avenues and front- National avenue, Kate Wright, $60;
$20 each; lots 4, 5. 6. Terri Aimbroslo Sandoval, $60; lot F, came Co., $10; lots B. C. Mae Henry, New Mexico
Bullard,
Normal
University,
every one thereof is therefore hereby ing 50 feet south from said alley, Mrs. lot 30, Mrs ST. Solt, $20; lots 31, 32.
$20 each; lots A, 19, Mm Anna V.
of
New
tory
Mexico, $20 eaoh; lot 7, subdivision, unknown, $20; lots A. B.
$601.12.
assessed the amount hereinafter de- Hulda Rosenthal, $40; lots 17, 18, F. Kate
D.
lota
$20
E.
Shout,
F.,
each;
Jno.
lot
33,
George
A. A.
Wright, $20 each,
A piece of land on the west side of
$20; lot 8, unknown, $20; subdivision of lota 21, 22, Margaret A.
signated, such amount being the pro O. Blood, $20 each; lota 19, 20, Alex J. Robosser, 120; lot 34, First Nation lots 9,Jones,
Fleming, $20 each; lots 20, 21, Fred Eighth street extending 60.4 feet
10, First National Bank of Las Bums, $40; lot C, same subdivision,
$20
portionate frontfoot share of each of Levy, $20 each; lots 21, 22, 23. Clin al bank of, las Vegas, $20; lots 35, Vegas, $20 each; lots 11, 12, Monte-floreach; lots 22, 23, 24, north from the alley between Nation
e Fellclta
Townsley, $20; lot D, same Weeterman,
such lots and pieces of land of the ton A. Browning, $20 each.
36, 37, 38. S. Colvln. $20 each.
B. Logan, $20; lot 2t, 26, 27, Mutual Improvement Co., al and Grand avenues,
N. Fontaine,
Mrs.
lots
$20
subdivision,
Congregation,
13,
each;
j.
said
cost
total
of constructing the
Block 21, south 120 feet of lots 1, 2,
$20 each; lots 28, 29, F. H. Clark,
Block 32, lot 1, Adolph Teitlebaum, 14, 15, 16, R. B. Rice, $20 eaoh; lots E, same subdivision, unknown, $20.
$40.32.
or
sewer within the portion
district
fronting 75 feet on Main avenue. $20; lots 2, 8. Mrs. G. M. Roberts. $20 17, 18, Alice H. Rice, $20 each; lots
A piece of land on the west side
Sec 9. The lota and pieces of land $20 each; lots 30, 31. 32, J. H. York,
of the said city above described.
$60; the north 40 feet ot lots 1, 2, 3, each: lot, 4. Adolph Teitlebaum, $16,25; 19, 20, 21,
In the Rledllnger addition are assess- $20 each; lots 33, 34, 35, and south of Eighth etreet beginning at a point
$20
Joseph
Wight,
each;
40 feet on Fifth street, Mrs. lots R. 6. Vldal Salazar, $20 each: lot
M. Padgett, $70.
M.
of
lot
half
36,
fronting
50.4
lots 22, 23, 24, C. W. Hill, Jr., $20 each. ed as follows:
from the alley between Na
Sec 2. The lots and pieces of Hulda Rosenthal, $32; lots 4, t,
Sec 14. The lota and pieces of tionalfeet
Kate Wright, $20; lots 7, 8, 9, Alex
6. The lota and pieces of land
Lota 1, 2, 3. Mm Hulda Rosenthal land
and Grand avenues and exSec
land in the Lopez or Zlon Hill addi- Mrs.
C.
each:
in
$20
Buena
are
the
Vista
addition
Jeanette
Richley,
ander McElroy, $20 each: lots 10, 11, In the Lucero addition are assessed $20 each; lots 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. J. C.
tion are assessed as follows;
tending thenne north 60.8 feet J.
6. 7. 8, Mrs. O. B. Williams, $20 12, Victorino Vbeytla, $20 each; lot
assessed aa follows:
M. Bentley, $40.32.
as follows:
Block 13 A; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, owned lots lots 9, 10. 11, 12, Mrs.
Schlott, $20 each; lots 9, 10,11,12,13,
Wil
B.
O.
Block 43, lots 6, 7, Dove Wilson and
each;
13, Genoveva
$20: lots 14, 15,
A
of land on the southwest
Block 1, lot 1, Thos. F. Clay. $20: 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, W. E. Crltes. $20 Esther
by Belden & Mills, $20 each; lot 5, liams and Mary Frances Jones, $20 16, 17, 18, 19, J.Valdez,
Robbins, $20 each; lots 8, 9, cornerpiece
V. Grlswold, $20 each. lots 2, 3, C. V.
of National avenue and Eighth
owned by Mrs. B. Danziger, $20; lot each: lots 13 ,14, 15, 16, H. J. Ryan,
Hedgcock, $20 each; each; lota 19, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer,
C. ft Marvlna Johnsen, $20 each;
Block
lots
33,;
2,
1,
Rokebv
Realty lot 4, Emma E. Raywood, fronting 30 $20 each; lots 22, Chas. Mayer, $20;
street fronting 75 feet on Eighth
20 owned by Mrs. Minnie Clay, $20; $20
lota 10, 11, 12. 13, 14. A. H. Whit
each: lots 17, 18, Hortense A. Co., $20 each; lot 3, H. J. Franklin
feet, $24; lota 5, 6, fronting 37 feet. lots 23, 24, Mra. U D. Coleman Rus- more, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17, P. R, street, First Methodist
Episcopal
the west 12 feet of lot 21, owned by Ruby, $20 each; lots 19, 20. Lydia M. $20;
lota
S.
7.
9. 10. Lvdla J. Hous Chaa. Ilfeld
Mrs. Minnie E. Clay, $9.60; lots 21, McNair, $20 each; lots 21. 22. 23, 24. ton. $20 4,
$29.60; lot designated as sell, $20 each; lots 25, 26, unknown, Page, $20 each; lot 18 and south half church, $60.
each: lots 5. 6. Adolph Teitle O fronting 60 feet on National ave $20 eaoh.
A piece of land beginning at a
22, 23, 24, owned by American Chris north 50 feet fronting on Fifth street, baum, $20
of lot 19, Mm Louisa R. Layton, $30;
each: lots 11. 12. heirs of nue from the N. W. corner of Nation
119.3 feet from the southwest
Sec. 10. The lota and pieces of land
point
tian Missionary society, $20 each. Helen C. Koeble
50
half
19
feet
of
lot
north
all
lot
of
20, comer of National avenue
and
$40; middle
Louis Kansom. $20 each: lot? 13. 14. al and
in the Pablo Baca addition are assess
and Eighth
Bessie
Block 14, lots 1, 2, owned by A. A,
$48.
Eighth,
Cavanaugh.
Frank Peppard, $30; lota 21, 22, 23, street and
of same lota fronting on Fifth street, Mrs. Lou Butler. $20 each: lots 15. 16.
fronting thence west 40
Block 2; lots 7, 8, Jos, M. Sundt. ed aa follows;
Jones, $20 each; a piece of land on 0 W. Hereford $40; south 50 feet of Joseph G. Brown.
L. D. Coleman Russell, $20 each
Mm
each.
$20
on south side of National avenue.
Block B; lots C fronting 42.5 feet.
$20 eaoh: lot 9. A. A. Sena, $20: lot
the west side ot Seventh street, be same lota, fronting on Firth street.
Block 44, lota 6. 7. Mra. R. Flint. feet
Block 34: lots 11. 12. ' I. K. Lewis, 10. Mrs. A. A. Sena. $20: lot 11. Mrs. Mrs. Mattie Green, $34; lot 1, frontGoke, $32.
G. Coors Henry
ginning at the alley between Main Felix Strauss, $40.
each
lots
$20
H.
8,
9,
10.
11,
A piece of land beginning at a point
$20 each: lot 13. Shiloh Colored Bap
S. Hodson, $20: lots 12. 13, 14, ing 50 feet, Mrs. Mattie Green, $40; $20
and Douglas avenues and fronting 44
lots
13, 14, Emma
12,
each;
Block 22, lot 5, Heirs of H. P. tist church, 120; lot 14, Unknown, Lilly
159.3 feet from the southwest comer
15. 16, 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. J. S. Raynolds lots 2, 3, 4, Mateo Lujan $20 each;
feet on Seventh street owned by Mrs. Browne, $20: lota 6, 7, Mrs. Johanna
$20 each; the west 84 feet ot lots of National avenue and
lota 5, 6, A. C. Erb, $20 each; lots
Eighth street
Emma Raywood, $35,20; lots 3, 4, R. Vollmer, $20 eaoh ; lot 8, Mrs. L. J. $20; lots 15, 16, Dhas. W. S.Allen, $20 $20 each.
84
on
16,
feet
15,
17,
18,
fronting
D. May.
and fronting thence west 37. 2 feet on
Sec. 7. The lots and pieces of land 7, 8, C. B. Fitch, $20 eaoh; lots 9, 10,
owned b F. H. Pierce, $20 each; lots Perrlne, and Jno, W. Jones, $20; lot each: lots 17. 18. 19, 20, 21.
D.
T.
avenue,
Washington
Hoskins, the south side of National avenue.
$20 each: lot 23 Ignado Valdez, $20. In the Thirty Six Building lota addi 11. 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. Mary C.
$67.20; the east 60 feet of lots 15, 16, Las
5, 6. owned. by, D. T. Hoekins, $20
Mm Permella T. Bromagen, J20;
4. The tats and pieces of land tion are assessed aa follows:
Dunlap, $20 each; lot 50 fronting 44 17,
Vegas Savings bank, $29.76.
60
18,
on
feet
each; lota 7 8, owned ty Mrs. Paul- Oie north 25 fee ot lot 10, fronting In Sec
fronting
A piece of land beginning at a point
the Las Vegas Town Co's addition
Block 24A: lots 17. 18, Mrs. Hulda feet, Mary C. Dunlap, $35.20; lot 51, ton avenue, C. H. Sohirmer, Washing
ine Graaf, $20 each; lots 9, 10, owned 25 feet, Charlotte Grost, $20; the south
lots
$48;
196.5 feet from' the southwest corner
Rosenthal, $20 each; lots 19, 20. 21, fronting 44 feet, Marion Winters, 22, 23, Chaa. Greenclay, $20 each.
Earl M. Herzog, $20 each; part of lot 10, fronting 25 feet are assessed as jMlows:
by
of National avenue and Eighth street
1, 32, J. C. Schlott, $20 each; lots 22. 23, $25.20; lot 18, Marion Winters. $20;
of
lot
ss0t
Block
TT
the
8;
lota
62
Block
part
of
feet
45,
8,
7,
6,
lots 11, 12, 13, 14. owned by Mrs. R. Oil Main avenue, ijeorge TT
n. nuuand
thence ewst 37.9 feet on
feetfen Railroad avenue 29. 30. heirs of W. G. and Clara Koog- lots 19, 20, 21, 22, E. D. Raynolda, $20 M. Greenberger, $50;
of lot 6, Wm, the fronting
Flint, $20 each; lots 15, 16, owned by ker, $20; lot 11. D. Wlnternitz and fronting 25corner
eouth side of National avenue.
lots 23, 24, 25, 26, Hallet Ray- F.
each;
avenue
of
Railroad
lots
$20
ler.
24,
Mrs.
31,
26,
the
from
Rob
25,
eaoh;
lots
9,
10,
Jno.
$20
$10;
Hetzler,
Investment & Agency corporation
Mm E. E. La
$30.32.
Charles Ilfeld. $20; lot 12, D. WlnRo- L. D. Coleman Russell, $20 each; lots nolds, $20 eaoh; lots 27, 28, 29, 30,
lots 11, 12, 13, 14, A piece of landMarten,
each; lota 17, 18, heirs of Augusta ternltz, $20; rear 25 feet of lot 12, and Douglas avenie, Mrs. ofHulda
Mrs. Bena Ilfeld, $20 each; lots 31, 32, bins, $20 each;
beginning at a point
3,
lots
35.
Effle
2,
Iota
$20
33,
34,
each.
J.
Brown
Ike
the
15,
36,
at
16,
$20
$20;
Bacharach,
each;
part
234.4 feet from the southwest comer
Crane, $20 each; lot 19, Adeline Smith fronting 25 feet on Seventh street, $20: senthal, 50
- and north half of 33, Simon Bachar17, 18, fronting 150 feet on Washing of National avenue and
feetjtu Railroad avenue, Block 25, lots 1, 2, Mrs. F. W. Bring$20; lots 20, 21, Mrs. Ida M. Jones, Mrs. Adele Ilfeld, $20; lots 13, 14, 15, fronting
Eighth street
H. C. Ilfeld, $50; south half ton
ach
and
Geh-rinH.
G.
lots
the
lot
J.
W.
F.
3,
6,
W.
5,
Mrs.
avenue,
$40;
hurst, $20 each;
Coors, $120;
lawlins,
and fronting thence west 84.4 feet on
$20 each: lot 22. Alice H. Long, ?zu;
33 and all of 34, 35, 36, Simon
of
lot
Tam-m25
16,
lots
lot
Frank
$20 each;
$20. each;
4, Mrs. Emma
west part of lots i, 2, 3, fronting
19, 20, 21,
Peppard, $20 each; south side of National avenue, Anna
lot 23. Montgomery Bell, $20; lot 24. Charles C. Robbins,
N. one half, lots 22, 23, Sarah E.
$20; lota 7, 8, Mrs. Annie Hart-ma- Bacharach, $70; lot D,
$zo feet on Douglas avenue from the al
Atklna, $20 each. Yoakum, $27.62.
Mrs. Olivia January and Mrs. Lockie 17, 18, 19, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal,
S.
one
half
Simon
$7.40;
Bacharach,
Block 46, lots 6, 7, A. A. Jones, $20
$20 each; lota 9, 10, 13, 14, Walat a
A piece of land beginning
each; lots 20, 21, 22. A. D. HIgglns, ley between Railtmd and Grand ave
Wilson
Dove
Esther
and
Etter, $20.
Robbins,
each; lota 8, 9, W. H. Shaffer, $20 point 268.8 feet from the southwest
$20 each:
lots 23. 24, Mrs. Julia A. nues, John Shank, $20; lot 4, Mrs. do C. Twiitchell, $20 each; lots 11. 12, $7.40.
each; lota 10, and 20 feet of lot 11 comer of National avenue and Eighth
Block 15; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Jefferson Gregory, $20 each; lots 25, 26, heirs Lydla M. McNair, $20; lot 5, M. W. 15, 16, R, E. Twitchell, $20 each.
Block 1; lots 1, 2, 3, E. D. Raynolds, on
north aide. Investment & Agency street and fronting thence west 100
Sec. 8. The Iota and pieces of land
Raynolds, $20 each; lots 5, 6, L H. & of H. P. Browne, $20 each; the north Browne, $20; lots V 7, Janet Ross,
$20 each; lots 4, 5, Florence Lehmann
d
$36; 5 feet on south side feet on the south side of National ave
W. H. Rapp, $20 each; undivided
part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 107 feet $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Baoharach in the Hill Site Town Co's addition $20 each; lot 6 and south half of lot corporation,
of lot 11 and all of lot 12, Lydia M. nue, Henry Goke, $80.
of lot 7, heirs of Clara Rooster, on Sixth street, heirs of H. P. Browne, Brothers, $20 each: lot 11, D. C. Duel are assessed as follows:
7, D. J.
$30; north half of lot
s
of lot 7, $85.60; the south' part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, $20: lots 12, 14, 15, 16, 17. O. L.
$24; the east one half of lots
Block 34; lots 1, 2, F. E. Olney, $20 7 and allLeahy,
A piece of land fronting on north
$6.67; undivided
of lot 8, Mrs. Rosanna Roth-ge- McNair,
$20 each; lota 3, 4 ,5, unknown, $20 each;
13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Washing side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
C. V. Hedgcock, $13.34; lots 8, 9, 10, fronting 43 feet on Sixth street. First Houghton and Fraik Springer,
lots
Vincent
Trader
11,
9,
$30;
10,
each: lot 13, Erb & Westerman, $20; lot (5, and 6 feet 3 inches of the north $20 eaoh; lots 12, 13, 14, 15, A. M. ton avenue, F. E. Olney, $60; the west a point 128 feet from northwest corDouglas Avenue Building company, Baptist church $35.40.
one half of lota 13, 14, fronting 75.
20, fronting of lot 7, Luble Gllstrap, $25; south IS
$20 each; lots 11. 12, San Miguel Na
M.
A.
Adler, $20 each; lota 16, 17, Roblna feet on Washington, $60; the east 50 ner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
2,
lots
Otero, part of lots 18,19,
tional bank, $20 each; lots A, B, C, Block ZZ;lots 3, 4, 1,5, 6, 7, Investment 75 feet on the norti side of Lincoln feet 9 inches of lot 7 and north one
street and runlng thence west .28
lota
Smith
$20
50, ft. of lota
15,16,17,18 fronting 60 feet feet, Mra S. B. Davis, $22.40.
avenue from the aley between Rail- half of lot 8, Southwestern Building 51, 62, 53,Pontious, 112.5each;
Charles Ilfeld. $20 each; lota D. E. $20 each;
Cedllo
feet
$20 each; lots
fronting
ft
corporation,
Agency
AtMm EmmaD.
F. Southwestern Realty Co., $20 each: 8. 9, Mrs. Harriett Whitmore, $20 road and Grand avetues, Sarah E.
A piece of land fronting on north
ft Loan association, $25; lots 9, 10,
$90; lota 64, 55, 66, front- on Washington avenue.
kins $60: part of lots 18, 19, 20, and one half of 8, Eugenio B. Galle- - Rosenald,
lot 15. heirs of Sallie Rosenthal, $20;
Burks, $40; the center 50 feet of lots side of Douglas avenue beginning at
92
W.
Hunter
lot
H.
Poehel,
$73.60;
Jas.
12,
feet,
J.
10,
lots
ing
11,
lots 16, 17, 18, F. H. Pierce and F. S. each;
fronting 25 feet i in the north side gos, $50; lota 23, 24, Bessie Jaffa, $20 18; Emeline Rosenthal ,$20; lots 19, 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on a point 156 feet west from northwest
lot 13 and west half of 14, of
$20
Lincoln avenue Veglnnlng at a each: lota 25, 26, 27, B. F. Forsythe, 20, W. N. Rosenthal, $20 each; lots Washington
avenue, C. H. Stewart, corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
Brush, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 21. Jas. heirseach;
half
east
J.
$30;
of
Sebra,
50 feet of lots 15, 16, street, and running thence west 48
west
the
S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 22, 23, 24, of lot 14 Betsy
$40;
- nolnt 100 feet from he alley between $20 each; the south 16 feet and 9 in 21, 22, 23, 24, 25. A. H.
J.
A.
$20
Pep15,
lot
of
Harris,
and all
Grand ivenues and run- ches of lot 28, B. F. Forsythe, $13.40;
17.' 18, fronting 60 feet on Washing feet; E. V. and Alice R. Long, $36.80.
and
Railroad
C W. Werner, $20 each.
G.
H.
$20
27.
lots
26,
Coors,
each;
pard, $30; lots 16, 17, 18, 19, the First
Kate
west 25
19,
A niece of land fronting on north
the north 8 feet 3 inches of lot 28, all
lota 28, 29, Mrs. Lena Teitle ton avenue, Chas. Ilfeld, $40; lot
Block 16; lots 7, 8, 9, the Las Vegas Methodist Episcopal churen, jzu eacn: ning thence of lot;fet, 18, Wright,
20, ot lot 29, and the south 8 feet of lot each;
19,
lota 20, 21, A. A. side of Douglas avenue beginning at
$20:
part
$20 each; lota 30, 31, A. O. Chas. Ilfeld, $20;
Masonic Building association, $20 lots 20, 21, 22, W. G. Ogle. $20 each; frontln 25 feet
baum,
ontie north side of 30, Mary S. Marsh, $32.98; the south Wheeler, $20 each; lots 32, 33, front Jones, $20 each; lots 22, 23, E. L. a point 202 feet west of the north
each; lota 10, 11, 12, Jas. S. Duncan, lots 23, 24. 25, 26 C. W. Wesner, $20 Lincoln avenue begimlng at a point 16
west comer of Douglas avenue and
feet of lot 30 and all of lota 31, 32, ing 69 feet 5 inches, D. WJnternltz, Hammond, $20 each.
$20 each; lots 19, 20 ,21, 22, M. Jeffer- each.
125 feet west of thi alley between Mm Emma Benedict, $52.80.
Block 47: lots 6, 7, and north half Eighth street and running thence west
son. $20 each: lots 23 ,24, Mrs. aMrle
$55.60.
3. Mrs. Harriet Railroad and Grand evenues and
Block 35; lots 1, 2, Chaa. H. Spor- - Block 2; lot 2, Mrs. Hulda Rosen of lot 8 Jno. Elliott, $50; eouth half 42 feet, W. G. Ogle, $33.60.
Hayward, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, Block 26; lota 1, 2, lots 4, 5, J. S.
west foi 25 feet, Crom- leder $20 eaoh; lots 3, 4, A. H. West,
thence
of lot 8 and all of lots 9, 10, Andrew A piece of land fronting on north
$20
eaoh;
on
Whitmore,
75
street
Bixm
17.
feet
16.
fronting
thai $20; lots 3, 4, Isldor Gallegos,
18, 19, 20, $20
of
Mrs.
well
7,
estate,
$20;
$50; lota 11, 12, 13, 14, Rich-ar- d side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
6,
lots
par
Devlne,
D.
$20
lota
each;
and
5,
6,
P
lots
each;
Raynolds,
Eugene
$20 eaoh; lot 6, A. A. Jones, $20; lots
City of Las Vegas, $60; reaiof
of
or
side
25
$20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, east boundary of publio school grounds
north
feet
9,
lota
8,
Davidson,
C.
each;
fronting
$20
Co.
on
lots
$20
10,
Helen
Town
75
9,
11,
12,
Dresser,
each;
feet
6. 7. B. F. Forsythe, $20 each; lots
13, 14, 15,. 16, 17, fronting
18, H. C. Smith, $20 each; lota 19, and running thence east 41 feet. Mm
each; lot 12, Lincoln from corner C Grand andTdn-col- n 13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Grand ave- 8, 9, 13, 14, Browne
ft
$20
Sixth street, Young Men's Christian 10, Sarah E. Atkins, $20
Manzanares,
avenues runnln,! east, Frances nue Hill Site Town Co., $60; lots 15, 16,
20, 21, Geo. P. Hile, $20 each; lots F. Elston, $32.80.
lots 13, 14, Coloassociation, $60; lot 18, City ot Las Mm Anna Ward, $20;$20
lots 10, 11, Mrs. J. J. Gilchrist, 22, 23,- - J. C. Rex, $20 eaoh.
A piece of land fronting on north
each; lots 15, H. Olney and Mra. E B. Shaw, $20: Ed. C. Ward, $20 each; lots 17, 18, Mrs. each;
Co.,
rado
Telephone
M.
and
Annie
lots
4,
6,
5,
W.
R.
$20;
lot
$20;
$20 each;
Hall,
12,
Vegas;
Block
48; lots 6, 7, H. D. Reinken, side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
of
the
proper-t- lots 25. 26. Mrs. Si A. Stoner. $20 Katherlne Rathrock, $20 each; lots 19,
19,
Trustees
17,
18,
16,
eacn;
$20
R,
and
$20
Mm
P.
S.
Flint,
each;
lots
16, S. A. Brewer,
ot the Protestant Episcopal church each; lots 21, 22, Tbs. Foster, $20 20, 21, 22, G. J. Quinn, $20 each; lot 7,15,Adolph Teitlebaum, $20; lots $20 each; lota 8, 9, 10, Mary Casey, a point 285 feet west from northwest
subdivision ot lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting
C. Dunlap, $20 lots 23, 24, 25, 26, Hill Site Town
lots 11, 12, 13, 14, S. D. comer of Douglas avenue and Eighth
24,
$120:
New
Mexico,
lots
23,
of
Marj
district
each;
in
the
avenue
Co.,
be
137.5 feet $20 each;,
23 feet west side of Grand
lots 15, 16, 17, Chas. street and running thence west 202
C. Diel. $20; lot 2R, $20 each: lota 27, 28, Paul B. Black- - 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, fronting
National
on
D.
150
$20
feet
each;
27,
lot
May,
same
each;
the
fronting
ginning at a point 87 feet from the
Mary C. and R. D. Dunlap, $110; lota M. Dougherty, $20 each; lots 18, 19, feet, Board of Education of the City
S.
ave- avenue; lots 20, 21, 22, R. L. & Myrtle Kate Wright. $20: lots 29, 30, Mrs.
$20 each.
and
Main
A.
B.
87.5
shear,
between
57.
Douglas
feet,
56.
55,
fronting
alley
$20 each; lots of Laa Vegas, $161.60.
Mrs. Minnie
$20 each; lots 23, 24, Z5, A. Carpenter. $20 eacti; lot 81, C. A.
Block 36; lots 1, 2, Wm. Shilling- - Watson. $70; lota 68, 69, B. H. New-le- 20, 21, 22, 23, Detterick,
nues, Mrs. R. Flint, $26.40; subdivi- Houghton,
Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each.
A piece of land fronting on south
of the Soless. $20: lots 32, 33, 34, Mrs. S. A.
the
property
of
Trustees
26,
24
feet
B.
4,
1.
E.
L.
3,
Wheel
F.
lota
4,
Adams,
3,
lots
each:
60,
$20
2,
fronting
lot
of
sion
$20 each;
Block 49, lots 6, 7, J. J. Laubach, side of Main street, beginning at east
church In the Hill. $20 each: piece 0" land fronting law,$20
Protestant
Episcopal
beV.
Grand
of
avenue,
lots
west
F.
6,
5,
side
each;
on the
Bryant, $20; lots 18, 19, Margaret Gralney,
lots 8, 9, 10, fronting 75 boundary of Douglas avenue publ'c
tfde of Douglas er,
the district of New Mexico, $S0: lots 27, 25 feet on the south
C. W. Wesner, $20 $20 eaoh; lots 20, 21, George A. Flem- $20 each;
ginning at a point 54 feet south of ave25 feet $20 each; lots 7, 8,
a
at
on
Grand
avenue, J. K. Martin. school and running thence east 45
each.
feet
$20
hceinntne
G.
point
Crockett,
avpniio
Mrs.
28,
Betty
ing, $20 each; lota 22, 25, Mm Jas. $60; lots! 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on feet. Mm F. Elston, $36.
alley between Douglas and MainsubdiRailroad and eaoh; lots 9. 10, Southwestern Realty
between
of
west
v alley
Co., $20 each: lots 11, 12, Lydla M. Young, $20 each; lots 23, 24, Mrs. Robnues, Mrs. B. Giltner, $19.20;
Block 27, lots 1, 2, 3, H. W. Kellv, Grand
being a Tart of the rear McNair, $20 each; lota 13, 14,
A piece of land fronting on south
D. lna J. Smith Pontious, $20 each; lot Second street. J. W. Hesser, $60.
vision of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting 30 J20 each; lots 4, 5, 6, 7, Mrs. J. M. of lots atomies,
$20.
Theresa
34.
Block,
33.
32.
of Main avenue, beginning at a
side
aveGrand
Saul
27,
lota
lots
15,
side
of
16,
west
$20
$20:
Maximo
on
the
Mrs.
lot
Boucher,
each;
26,
3,
Block
$20;
L. Klngsley,
Lopez,
50;
feet
Cunnlneham. $20 each: lots 8, 9, 10,
25 feet on
45 feet east of west line of
A
land
of
fronting
niece
point
30
feet
lota
Wal
29,
a
$20
17,
18,
lota
at
$20
B.
Rosenthal,
each;
Watoson
A.
each;
28,
point
nue, beginning
$20 each; lots 12,
Q. Mrs. F.
11. H. W. Kelly.
avenue begin ter Hayward, $20 each; lota 19, 20, 30. Mm Natalia S. Jones, $20 each; lot 4, Juan Fresquez, $20; lots 6, 6,Eus-tadElstons property and runsouth from the alley between Douglas 13, 14, heirs of C. H. Bradley, $20 south side of DouglasGrand
o
8,
9,
lots
7,
$20
de
M.
Sllva,
each;
and Rail Peter and Margaret Murphy, $20 each; lota 31, 32, Wm. F. ft M. B. Hetzler,
thence east for 50 feet, Wm. J.
ning
and Main avenues, Mrs. Lena Teitle- each; subdivision of lots 15, 16, front- ning at alley between
12,
11,
lots
$20
10,
Romero,
each;
road avenues, Cromwell estate, $20.
lots 21, 22, Jas. S. Duncan, $20 each; $20 each.
baum, $24.
Frank Roy, $20 each; lota 28, 29, R. Mills, $40.
ing 150 feet on the north side of Na
Block 9, lot designated as lot 1, lets 23, 24, Charlotte
Fugate, $20 Block 3: lot 3 E. L. Hammond, $20; R. Rogers, $20 each; lots 30, 31, James
Block 17: lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. W. R. tional avenue and running west from
A piece of land beginning at a point
M.
each; lota 25, 26, MateM. C. Hill, $20 lots 4, 5, 6, Lizzie V. Carpenter, $20 W. Hanson, $20 each; lot 32, Mm Hul- 95 feet from east line of Mrs. F. El
William, $20 each; lots 7, 8, Mrs.
and Seventh fronting 65 feet on Sixth street,J. Lucy
Sixth
between
the
alley
each; lots 27, 28, heirs 'of Mrs. M.
J. Crowley. 20 each; lots 9, 10, 11. 12, streets, B. S. Harrison, $120; lots 17, V Plftmfints. $52: lot 2, Lydla Bun
each; lot 7 and south half of lot 8, da Rosenthal. $20; lots 33, 34, 35, 36, ston, running thence east 50 feet, Mra.
$20 each.
Mrs. Helen C. Dresser $20 each; lots 18, Mrs. Harriet S. Van Petten, $20 ker, $20: lot 3, Isabel Henry, $20; lots
Thos. Llpsett, $30; north half of lot 37, 38, Mrs. Josephine Hayward, $20 F. Elston. $40.
eacn: 101s Block 37, lots 1, 2. 3, 4, 5,6, and 12
? and all of lots 9, 10, O. E. Burcn,
13, 14, James S. Duncan. $20 each; each; lots 19, 20, F. E. Sturges, $20 4, 5, Lydia J. Bunker, ?L'o
each; lots 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, unknown,
NOW THEREFORE, according to
a piece of land composed of lots 15, each; lots 21, 22, Isabel Henry, $20 6, 7, Las Vegas Lodge I.E. O. O. F. No. feet of the north side of lot 7, Charles $50 r lota 11, 12, W. J. Pochel, $20 $20 each.
$20;
150
on
F.
Olney,
feet
Doug8,
ana
the
50
4.
lot
H.
south
twelve
the
$130:
provisions of Chapter 72, Laws ot
13.
14.
16,
$20
each;
15,
17,
Stevenson,
lots
each:
IB, 17, 18, fronting
J.
C.
Marvinla
ft
each; lots 23, 24,
The iocs and pieces of
65
Sec
las avenue, James S. Duncan, $120; Johnson, $20 eaoh; lots 25, 26, Mrs. lot deslemated jib lot0 9, fronting ave and one half feet of lot 7, all of lot south half of lot 51, N. A. Sunderlln, land In 1.
1901, as amended by. Chapter 96, Laws
A.
addition
Baca
A.
and
J.
the
Douglas
8 and the north one half of lot 9, D. $130: north half of lot 61 and all of
lots 24 25. 26, Mrs. Helen C. Dresser, Lucy A. Shank, $20 each; lots 27, 28, feet on south iae
of 1903, any owner or owners in whole
W. Condon, $40: the south half of lot lot 52. H. C. Young, $30; lots 53, 64, are assessed aa follows:
nue, Adolph Coots, $5Z.JU.
$20 each: lots 27, 28. Lilly A. O'Rourke Mrs. Jennie Levy, $20 each.
or in part, or their legal representaMrs.
A.
B.
lota
Block
Rosen2,
de
1,
2,
Hulda
Mrs.
2S,
ft
E.
Clark
W.
lots
all
of
10,
Forsythe,
9,
lot
55, fronting
11,
and
Kaser, Chaa vnfeld, $20 each;
$20 each: lot
Block 10; lot 1,
$20
Block 29, lots 1, 2, and the north i9h- - lot 2. Mrs. T 'Poole Wright, $20; $50: lots 12, 13, 14, Vincent Truder, $20 37.5 feet, Chas. nfeld, $30; lota 56, 57, Manzanares, $20 each; lots 3, 4, 17, 18, tives, has the right within ten days
thal $20: lots 30. 31. F. C. 36.Bope,
Mutual 10 feet of lot 3, Upton Hays, $48: the lot 3, Theresa FlocK,
each: lots 32, 33, 34, 35,
piwo w each; lots A. B. C. D, being subdivi- 58, 59, 60, fronting 140.9 feet, F. J. Miguel Baca, $20 each; lota 6, 6, 22, after the date of the last publication
Buildlnsr ft Loan association, $20 each; south 15 feet of lot 3 and all of lots land fronting 40 feet on west sine or sion of lots 15, 16 ,17, 18, fronting 100 Gehrlng, $112.72; lota 61, 62, 63, 18, 23, J. A. Baca, $20 each; lota 7, 8, 20, of this notice, which, said last date v
$20
Aurelia M.
lota
50 feet on north 4, 5, 6, 7, R. F, Hayes, $92; lots 8, 9,
Sixth street: beginning on north at feet on Columbia avenue, Lizzie V. Ernest L. Browne, $20 each: lots 19, 21, 10, Maria R. Baca, $20 each; Iota
piece of land fronting
will be on the 81st day of August. A.
10. Jas. S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 11,
the
9,
Baca,
each;
avenue,
Theresa
$20
being
Douelas
lots
E.
F.
Block,
M.
sub
each;
$80;
McNair,
of
Theresa
20,
of
Carpenter,
22,
being
side
21,
Lydla
property
11. 12, 15, 16, Valerio Baca, $20 each; B., 1911, to fcring suit in the District
40 division of lots 15. 16, 17. 18, frontlni? lota
subdivision
Eliza
J.
sub12,
Dullard's
$20
land
McAllister,
of
lots
each;
of
50
fronting
$20
B.
feet
each;
Floyd,
vest
23, 24, J.
Brash, $32; piece
$20 Court
50 feet on Columbia avenue, F. .T. 26, 26, E. Toomay, $20 each; lot" 27, lots 13, 14, 19. Flladelfo Baca,
of the Lbs Vegas Town Co's addition, division of lots 13. 14, fronting 142 teet on west side of Sixth street
having Jurisdiction according to
land
on
feet
a
National
of
avenue
Lincoln
19
and
at
$40:
lot
Sixth
so.
and
one half 28, Dove Wilson, $20 each; lota 29, 30, each; lot A, Flladelfo Baca and Mi law, to review the action of the said
piece
corner of
Wesner, $40;
beginning
at
Vofrt ft Lewis,
B.
lots
of
33,
36,
Mrs,
C
Baca,$20;
the
37,
on
comer
aveside
north
northwest
guel
of
National
norm
tnence
nrnnin
i ;ot lot zu. uove vviison ana Esther fronting 46.9 feet, Employees Savings
fronting 50 feet
at the east nue and Fourth street, Mrs. Hulda Eo-- 1
T. G. de Baca, $20 each; lota 24, 25, city Council.
Robbins $30: north one half of lot 20 ft Building association, $37.62.
tr n Ctxrrm. $32: piece of land
Douglas avenue, beginning
Lin-'anChas.
& Lewis,
iCHAS. TAMME, City Clerk.
63 feet
the
of
G.
L.
S.
east
side
north
3.
$113.60;
Julia
aB
senthal,
of
of
26, 27, F. a Oswalt, $20 each; lota I
2,
on
Mm
21,
Vogt
land
42
lots
$30;
Block
lota
Calhoun,
feet
4,
of
1,
'troniing
end

Mt

WHEREAS, by resolution entered
ot recora, tue Uty Council of the City
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, has declar-e-d
it to bo necessary and proper. In
xn opinion 01 in said
city Council,
to have constructed and maintained
a
newer in & portion ot the said City of
veKuo, wmcn 14 described as to!
lows:

To-pa-

-

Ral'-Toa-

Ad-lo-

.

.

.

...

g,

e,

one-thir-

two-third-

b,

run-nin-

e'

y

'

a

Cof-ffle- t,

1

.

d
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LOCAL NEWS

WE HAVE

Isn't that draft beer fine at

at the
.

.

.

Hot lunch every morning at
o'clock at the Opera Bar.

10

TOMORROW'S

GAlf

the

Wanted Operator to copy Associat- EATERIES TO COMPRISE
ed Press report over The Optic's
AND NELSON VS. SMJTH
'
Always get the besi at Nolette's leased wire daily except Sunday, 11:30
i
SMITH
to 2:30. Call on city editor.
barber shop.

Among: Our List
25c

Fancy CbcMig Apples 6Ibs for
Colorado Celery p?.' Bunch
Fresh Green Chile 3Ibs for

10c

25c
25c

Large Native Plums 31bs for

and
An Abundance
of

Reduction Sale of

Men's Oxfords

ARR
ND

at GREENBERQER'S

oner tbe
Having been appointed manager by "iWhAt is expected to be
our receiver, I propose to conduct the hardest fought games of base!"1 nat
M be
White Kitchen as I have in the past, will occur here this summer
Amuse'ax
tomorrow
afternoon
played
WANTED
At this office, large, and give a better meal than Is served
two teams jpptained
clean cotton rags. Ec per pound.
anywhere else in the city for twenty-fiv- e ment park, when
an "Cap"
Lockhart
"Chief"
by
cents. The business is going along
will pitch for
clash.
will
Barr
Fisher
We have a new supply of Ink pads as usual. GUS LEHMAN.
Fisher's aggregation while fejiith will
for rubber stamps, all sizes and colhe on the mound for the ockhart
ors. OPTIC OFFICE.
Macedonia Medina, the
tribe. The fans will thus have an
B.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P.
two
Avellno Estrada has been appointed Medina, died this morning at 2:15 opportunity of witnessing lieir
woriki?
hox
heroes
against
popular
new
office
a
established
o'clock at the home of her parents on
postmaster at
at Trementlna, San Miguel county. the West side. Pneumonia was the each other. The game kill begin
a goodcause of death. The funeral will be promptly at 3:30 o'clock
(The lineup
sized
is
crowd
expected.
'
tomorrow
held
2
o'clck
afternoon at
kany mesa farmers are marketing
of the teams is as follows
roasting ears. The green corn is the cortege going from the home to
Lockharts Smith p; Smith, c;
dellcous and is bringing good prices. the church. Interment will be in Sn
Lockhart, lb; Young, 2b; JAngel, 3b;
Jose cemetery.
Wicks, ss; Ellis, If; Needham, cf;
An important adjourned meeting of
Sandoval.1 rt,
Judge Clarence J. Roberts Has an
the Modem Woodmen of America, will
Fisher
Barr fci Nelsofti c; Ettin-gebe held this evening at Fraternal nounced that he will draw the grand
Wilson
Ebj Fisher, 3b; Mon-tanlb;
Brotherhood hall. All officers of the and petit Jurors for the September
If; Schoeny, cf;
sst
rate,,
lodge and members are urged to be term of the district court tor Colfax
rf.
Place,
12.
county saturdajr afternoon August
present.
"Brother" Smith is expected to
The drawing will be held In the office
this evening from Amarillo,
arrive
It Is announced by the Ladies' Re- of the clerk of the court in the court where he has been making a great
lief Society of Las Vegas hospital that house at Raton. The drawing usually
record at short and behind the bat.
Bishop William A. Quayle, the noted Is held here. Las Vegas being the He will greatly strengthen the Mad'.vine, will deliver his famous lecture, headquarters for the Fourth Judicial roons.
"Binger" Wicks, late of the
"Jean Valjean," here on the evening district.
Kansas league, will be in the lineup
of September 27th, for the benefit of
tomorrow and If he makes good he
the hospital.
Deputy County Treasurer and Col
will remain during the sea
lector Robert L. M. Ross has begun probably
and
son. Wicks is a fasti fielder
A big crowd is expected to attend the preparing his reports to the territorial
something of a hitter. Fisher yester
baseball benefit dance, which will be treasurer at Santa Fe in typewritten
day evening was offered a contract to
given tomorrow evening in the Duncan sheets. The reports, which are pre
with Raton during the remainder
play
opera house by the baseball associa pared monthly, formerly were made of the season.
Fisher was offered
tion. The best of music has been en- out by hand. This required a great natter
pay than he IB getting here,
gaged and an Immense crowd la ex deal of work and the use of large and but he turned down the offer.
pected to be present.
unwieldy sheets. Mr. Ross procured
The baseball association announced
sheets adopted for use on the type
today that the Raton Grays would be
Judge Roberts has given a Judgment writer and his reports are now th9 here next week for games on Tues
favoring the plaintiff in the case of neatest and best submitted from any day, Wednesday and Thursday after
the Burrowes, Jones, Dyer Shoe com- - county In New Mexico.
noons. The fans will receive this an
psoiy against F. M. Hughes, a Mora
nouncement with delight
county action. The suit was for the Lucinda Nance, colored, was slapped
collection of a debt and the amount last evening by Mrs. Anderson Tay
The Columbia park boys' club of
of the Judgment Is $231.50.
lor. She at once swore out a warrant
Los Angeles which gave a concert
for Mrs. Taylor's arrest and the latter
here on the Santa Fe course Just be
The second edition of "New Mexico was found guilty this afternoon In
fore Christmas, passed through Las
Good Roads," a publication Issued the court of Justice D. R. Murray.
Vegas today on their way home.
monthly by the territory In the inter- Judge Murray said he would Impose The club had been giving entertainest of better highways, has reached sentence at 4 o'clock.
Feeling was ments In the east, having gone as
this office
The paper contains a aroused between
the two' women far as Atlantic
City, N. J. The boys
number of handsome illustrations and when, according to the story, the
a
made
hit
upon their appear
big
an interesting article, "Do Scenio Nance woman announced that Mr. and
ance
winter.
here
last
Highways Pay?" by Paul A. F. Wal- Mrs. Norwood, colored, who had rentter, editor of the Santa Fe New ed a room at Mrs. Taylor's house, were
Mexican.
the parents of seven children. Mrs. Extra fine prog ii Photoplay Thea- tre tonight "Wild Animals In Oaptiv- Taylor thought 'this was done to In"A Hero Air t," "The Gambler's
Miss Lena Radcliffe Fenton this duce her to refuse to admit
the new ity."
morning filed with W. B. Stapp, clerk roomers, whereupon the Nance wo usance," "in ai Around Havana,
of the United States district court, her man would have rented them a room. Cuba," "How th Hungry Man was
Fed."
petition for final certificate of naturalization.1 Miss Fenton was born in En
fIREl
Try a Oram ot Jld Taylor bourbon
gland. She came to the United States
at the Opera Bl Served from bar-Total loss!
in 1880 and resided in Nebraska until
rels on the bar.!
Nothing insured!
coming to New Mexico hi 1908. Miss
Luck is fickle,
Fenton resides on a farm near Wagon
You may be next.
Subscribers d Ting address chang- Mound. Her final hearing will be held
ed please
ith the old and the
Cutler Brothers'
at the November term of the United
new address
States district court.
Representative will call
At your request.
Phone Main 124
George A. Fleming, manager for the
Investment and Agency corporation,
accompanied by J. L. Tooker, the
photographer, made a trip to the mesa
this morning In Mr. Fleming's auto for
the purpose of securing photographs of
the growing crops. They expected to
cover the dry farming country pretty
thoroughly, taking pictures of the mar
velous crops of corn, 'beans, wheat
We advlu every woman in
and oats in the fields of the farmers.
Las Vegas to read the articles
Cuts will be made from the finished
photographs. These will be published
published iy the Laundrymen's
in leading periodicals which are boostNational Association of Ameriing New Mexico.
ca in th of current issue of The
Pork chops and lemon ice
White Kitchen tonight.

OF
FRE5H FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

-

TO BE FAST CONTEST

Opera Bar?

For Saturday

i

Pork chops and lemon ice
White Kitchea tonight.

at the
'

Beginning Saturday July 29
You can' buy Oxfords, in Patents,
Gun Metal, Platinum Calf, Vici and
Kangaroo, In both BIackand Tan and
made in all the
models, inthe
Arch
with Military
cluding
High
Heel, at the following prices.
up-to-da-

All $4,50 Oxfords Go at $3.45
All 4.20 Oxfords Go at 3.20
All 4.00 Oxfords Go at 3,15

al

Peaches and Cantaloupes
Arriving Daily
THE STORE OF IKE DAVIS

te

All 3,50 Oxfords Go.at 275

r,

ALBUQUERQUE

October 9, 10, It, 12, 13,
14, 1911.
Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
Write for Premium List and Program.
JOHN B. McMANUS,

ISAAC BARTH,

President.

Secretary-Manage-

r.

ESTABLISHED 187

Tine

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

GREEN BERG ER
A

Wired
Then you cab use- any of
the modern appliances- -

Call up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

foot of Main

J

G O tJ

S

and Kindling

O fit!

Power Co.

&

You Can't Take Vacations All Summer
Ii your home is comfortable and pleasant all over you
won't pine for a vacation anyhow
A good many people find that the money they used to
spend on a two week's vacation goes a long way towards
making their home comfortable all summer.
It doesn't cost much if you know how.
Let us show you.
Cool, lazy porch chairs, outdoor swings, hammocks,
rockers things that invite ease.

I

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON

.

Screened and Lump Raton CerrlIIos"

Wood

Square' Deal

Have Your House

UCfNSItrt

35c per pound

Uncle Sam's
Boys

in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

used during Encampment
'

!

Choice

Dairy
Butter

30c per pound

i

mills'

Saturday bvening Post.
You wjl find out what

the

women

bet-

Jho patronize
know.

the

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 par Back

ter Launiries

A cordjkl invitation is extend- ed you u visit our plant at any
time anfl thus verify the truth

Every Sack Guaranteed

of thesef articles.

Loaves of our
"Home Made"

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

Las Vegas

Main 81.

617 Douglas Ave.

In 11 Days
' 'Baked in
a sanitary oven
In a sanitary way'

BOUCHER
(The Coffee Man.)

carat

I

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

Bread

The Home of Fresh Bakery
Goods

'GzsbsGriSb for- Mho Opt16

'

Best Creamery
Butter

Phonm Mmln

THE BEST PLACE

ANTS Ffln

11GBS1ER KITCHEN

ATTCNTION

Anthracite Coal, all sizes Steam Coal Sawed

Week Only

i

;3-

,

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

This Sale Will Last

We Want to Call Your
Attention Agotin
To the

HARVEY'S

Gladiolius as a summer cut flower.
A fine assortment of colors.

'

Fine large spikes ixt 75 cents per dozen.

Perry Onion

(EL

Son

Stox Phone Main 462 Ranch Phone Main 276

.

IS SUPERB IN AUGUST
Engage accommodations iow.
Carriage out Wednesday and Sat.
Terms, $2 per day, $10 week.
Leave orders at Murphey's.
1

Subscribe for Tt.e Optic.

Tonjr Faust draught beer Is on
tap
at the Opera Bar, and la one of the

finest draught, be

tar in the city.
Flcch-- a

In

the

to yon.

v served over an

Golden Wedding Rya, aged
wood. Direct from distillery

At the Ixbby, of course.

